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Preface

Noisy and incomplete data disrupt the general functioning of many automatic tasks.
In machine learning, such data may lead to bad convergence during the training
phase, as well as poor generalization and misclassification during inference. One
can design dedicated models to deal with such data, while another solution may
consist in getting nice data in place of the corrupted data. From signal processing
and computer vision fields, denoising and inpainting algorithms usually focus on
this second line of methods. Those topics have been widely studied in the last
decades, finding many applications from restoration, segmentation, and coloration
to super-resolution in both image and video data. Inpainting may also be required
as a preprocessing step to deal with occluded regions in images (video frames) in
order to ease automatic image segmentation and/or object detection tasks. Recent
advances in deep learning and generative models motivated us to focus on denoising
and inpainting to explore the latest trends and go beyond traditional methods in
computer vision. We organized within ChaLearn Looking at People a challenge
on those topics by designing new tasks on three fresh, newly collected, large, and
challenging image and video datasets for pose estimation under occlusion, video
decaptioning, and fingerprint restoration.
This volume starts with a wide review on image denoising, retracing and
comparing various methods from the pioneer signal processing methods to machine
learning approaches with sparse and low-rank models, and recent deep learning
architectures with autoencoders and variants. We then present the challenge we
organized, including three competition tasks at WCCI and ECML 2018. The
best approaches submitted by the participants are described in the next chapters,
showing interesting contributions and innovative methods. The last two chapters
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propose novel contributions and highlight new applications that benefit from
image/video inpainting.
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A Brief Review of Image Denoising
Algorithms and Beyond
Shuhang Gu and Radu Timofte

1 Image Denoising
1.1 Problem Statement
Image denoising aims to recover a high quality image from its noisy (degraded)
observation. It is one of the most classical and fundamental problems in image
processing and computer vision. On one hand, the ubiquitous use of imaging
systems makes image restoration very important to the system performance. On the
other hand, the quality of output images plays a crucial role in the user experience
and the success of the following high level vision tasks such as object detection and
recognition.
A simplified general image degradation model for the denoising task largely
adopted in the literature is:
y = x + n,

(1)

where x refers to the unknown high quality image (ground truth), y is the degraded
observation, and n represents the additive noise. For decades, most of the denoising
research has been conducted on the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) case.
AWGN assumes n to be the independent identically distributed Gaussian noise with
zero mean and standard variance value σ . There are also some works [4, 15, 27, 33,
36, 95] which aim to solve Poisson noise removal or pepper and salt noise removal
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Fig. 1 Standard Lena test image corrupted by different types of noise: Gaussian, Poisson, and
pepper-and-salt

tasks. However, in this review, we focus mainly on the works and the proposed
solutions for the AWGN removal task (Fig. 1).
The main challenge in image denoising lies in that a significant amount of
information has been lost during the degradation process, making image denoising
a highly ill-posed inverse problem. In order to get a good estimation of the
latent image, prior knowledge is required to provide supplementary information.
Therefore, how to appropriately model the prior of high quality images is the key
issue in image restoration research.

1.2 Natural Image Prior Modeling for Image Denoising
A wide range of approaches have been suggested to provide supplementary information for estimating the denoised image. According to the image information used the
approaches can be divided into internal (use solely the input noisy image) [7, 26, 41]
and external (use external images with or without noise) [57, 78, 97, 102] denoising
methods. Some works shown that the combination or fusion of internal and external
information can lead to better denoising performance [9, 38, 63, 82].
In this review, based on how the prior is exploited to generate high quality
estimation, we divide the previous prior modeling methods into two categories:
1. the implicitly modeling methods and
2. the explicitly modeling methods.
Each category is further briefly described and reviewed in the next.
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The Implicit Methods

The category of implicit methods adopt priors of high quality images implicitly,
where the priors are embedded into specific restoration operations. Such an
implicitly modeling strategy was used in most of the early years image denoising
algorithms [69, 84, 89]. Based on the assumptions of high quality images, heuristic
operations have been designed to generate estimations directly from the degraded
images. For example, based on the smoothness assumption, filtering-based methods
[20, 62, 84, 88] have been widely utilized to remove noise from noisy images.
Although image priors are not modeled explicitly, the priors on high quality images
are considered in designing the filters to estimate the clean images. Such implicitly
modeling schemes have dominated the area of image denoising for decades. To
generate the piece-wise smooth image signal, diffusion methods [69, 89] have
been proposed to adaptively smooth image contents. By assuming that the wavelet
coefficients of natural image are sparse, shrinkage methods have been developed to
denoise images in wavelet domains [25, 30]. Based on the observation that natural
image contains many repetitive local patterns, the non-local mean filtering approach
has been suggested to profile from the image non-local self-similarity (NSS) prior
(see Fig. 2). Although these simple heuristic operations have limited capacity in
producing high-quality restoration results, these studies greatly deepen researchers’
understanding on natural image modeling. Many useful conclusions and principles
are still applicable to modern image restoration algorithm design.
Recently, attributed to the advances in machine learning, researchers have
proposed to learn operations for image denoising. Different methods have been
developed to build the complex mapping functions between noisy and its corresponding clean image [18, 23, 77, 80, 97]. Since the functions (such as neural
networks) learned in these methods are often very complex, the priors embedded
in these functions are very hard to analyze. As a result, the functions trained for
a specific task (denoising task with different noise types) are often inapplicable
to other restoration tasks. One may need to train different models for different
Fig. 2 Similar patches in an
image from Set5 marked with
coloured rectangles. The
non-local self-similarity prior
(NSS) refers to the fact that
natural image usually contain
many repetitive local patterns
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degradation parameters. Albeit its limited generalization capacity, the highly competitive restoration results obtained by these discriminative learning methods make
this category of approaches an active and attractive research topic.

1.2.2

The Explicit Methods

Besides implicitly embedding priors into restoration operations, another category
of methods explicitly characterize image priors and adopt the Bayesian method to
produce high quality reconstruction results. Having the degradation model p(y|x)
and specific prior model p(x), different estimators can be used to estimate latent
image x. One popular approach is the maximum a posterior (MAP) estimator:
x̂ = arg max p(x|y) = arg max p(y|x)p(x),
x

x

(2)

with which we seek for the most likely estimate of x given the corrupted observation
and prior. Compared with other estimators, the MAP estimator often leads to an
easier inference algorithm, which makes it the most commonly used estimator for
image restoration. However, MAP estimation still has limitations in the case of few
measurements [85]. An alternative estimator is the Bayesian least square (BLS)
estimator:

x̂ = E{x|y} = xp(x|y)dx.
(3)
x

BLS marginalizes the posterior probability p(x|y) over all possible clean images
x. Theoretically, it is the optimal estimate in terms of mean square error, and the
estimator is also named as minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimator [85].
A wide range of models, such as Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [5],
variational models [75], dictionary learning approaches [3] and Markov Random
Field (MRF) [35, 72], have been utilized to characterize priors of natural image.
Early studies tend to analyze image signals with analytical mathematical tools and
manually designed functional forms to describe natural image prior. Later methods
tend to take advantage of training data and learn parameters to better model high
quality image priors. Compared with implicit prior modeling methods, these explicit
priors are limited in generating highly competitive denoising results [54, 55], but
them often have a stronger generalization capacity and can be applied to different
image restoration applications.
Both of the two categories of prior modeling approaches have delivered several
classical denoising algorithms. In the very beginning of image denoising research,
implicit approaches used to dominate the field. Different filtering and diffusion
approaches have been designed for image denoising. Since two decades ago, due to
the hardware development, the availability of large amount computational resources
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Fig. 3 Timeline with a selection of representative denoising approaches

and the development of optimization algorithms, sparse and low-rank models have
been suggested to provide priors for denoising in an explicit way. Most recently,
state-of-the-art denoising results are achieved by deep neural networks (DNN)based denoisers, which directly learn the mapping function between noisy and clean
image. Both the degradation model as well as implicit image prior are embedded in
the networks.
In this paper, we review previous algorithms in chronological order. As some
classical filtering, diffusion, and wavelet based algorithms have been thoroughly
reviewed in previous papers [8] and [64], we focus more on recently proposed
algorithms. Concretely, we start from the sparse-based models and then introduce
the low-rank methods and the DNN-based approaches. In Fig. 3, we provide the
timeline of some representative denoising approaches.

2 Sparse Models for Image Denoising
The idea of using sparse prior for denoising has been investigate from a very early
stage of image denoising research. Researches on image statistics have shown that
the marginal distributions of bandpass filter responses to natural images exhibit
clearly non-Gaussianity and heavy tails [34]. Based on the above observation,
shrinkage or optimization approaches have been suggested to get sparse coefficients
in the transformation domain. During the last several decades, many attempts have
been made to find more appropriate transformation domains as well as sparsity
measurements for image denoising. According to different mechanisms to achieve
the representation coefficients, Elad et al. [32] divided the sparse representation
models into analysis-based and synthesis-based methods. In this section, we review
both the two categories of works. In addition, as there are some state-of-the-art
algorithms exploiting both the sparse and the non-local self-similarity prior, we also
introduce these methods and show how sparse and NSS prior can be combine to
achieve good denoising performance.
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2.1 Analysis Sparse Representation Models for Image
Denoising
The analysis representation approaches represent a signal in terms of its product
with a linear operator:
α a = P x,

(4)

where x is the signal vector and α a is its analysis representation coefficients. Linear
operator P is often referred to as the analysis dictionary [74].
Some early works directly adopt orthogonal wavelet basis as dictionary, and
conduct shrinkage operation to sparsify coefficients. Then, inverse transform is
applied on the sparse coefficients to reconstruct denoised estimation. A wide range
of wavelet basis and shrinkage operations have been investigated to get better
denoising performance. A good review of wavelet-based approach can be found
in [64].
Although sophisticated shrinkage operations have been designed from different
points of view, such a single step shrinkage operation can not achieve very good
denoising performance. Iteration algorithms have been suggested to get better
results. Under the MAP framework, most of analysis sparse representation models
share a similar form:
x̂ = arg min ϒ(x, y) + (P x),
x

(5)

where ϒ(x, y) is the data fidelity term which depends on the degradation model,
and (P x) is the regularization term which imposes sparsity prior on the filter
responses P x.
The analysis dictionary P and the penalty function (·) play a very important role in the analysis sparse representation model. Early studies utilize signal
processing and statistical tools to analytically design dictionaries and penalty
functions. One of the most notable analysis-based methods is the Total-Variation
(TV) approach [75], which uses a Laplacian distribution to model image gradients, resulting in an 1 norm penalty on the gradients of estimated image. In
addition to TV and its extensions [14, 16, 17], researchers have also proposed
wavelet filters [10, 28, 58] for analysis sparse representation. In these methods,
the gradient operator in TV methods is replaced by wavelet filters to model image
local structures. Besides dictionaries, the penalty functions have also been well
investigated. Different statistical models have been introduced to model the heavytailed distributions of coefficients in natural, which leads to a variety of robust
penalty functions, such as p norm [103], normalized sparsity measure [51], etc.
Although these analytic methods have greatly deepened our understanding on
image modeling, they are considered to be over-simplistic to model the complex natural phenomena. With the advance of computing power, machine learning methods
have been introduced to learn better priors. From a probabilistic image modeling
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point of view, Zhu et al. [101] proposed the filters, random fields and maximum
entropy (FRAME) framework, which characterizes the distribution of the filter
responses over latent image to model image textures. For image denoising, fieldof-expert (FoE) [72] is one of the representative works which learn filters (analysis
dictionary) for predefined potential (penalty) functions. Inspired by FoE [72], a lot
of methods have been proposed to learn better filters for image denoising from
a conditional random field (CRF) [81] point of view. All the potential functions
adopted in these methods have been selected to lead to a sparse coefficients.
Besides the probabilistic point of view, there are still other works proposed to learn
analysis dictionary from different frameworks. Ravishankar et al. [71] proposed
the transform learning framework, which aims to learn better analytical sparsifying
transforms for image restoration. Rubinstein et al. [74] proposed an analysis-KSVD
algorithm, which borrows idea from the K-SVD algorithm [3] and learns analysis
dictionary from image patches. All the above approaches learn image priors in
a generative way, only high quality images are involved in the training phase.
Recently, discriminative learning methods have also been utilized to train priors for
specific tasks [22, 44]. By using the image pairs as training data, these discriminative
learning methods are able to deliver highly competitive restoration results. However,
the learning is often achieved by solving a bi-level optimization problem, which is
time-consuming.

2.2 Synthesis Sparse Representation Models for Image
Denoising
Different from the analysis representation models, the synthesis sparse representation models represent a signal x as the linear combination of dictionary atoms:
x = Dα s ,

(6)

where α s is the synthesis coefficient for signal vector x, and D is the synthesis
dictionary. Such a decomposition model may have different choices of α s , and
regularization is required to provide a well-defined solution. A commonly used
criterion is to find a sparse coefficient vector α s , which reconstructs the signal by
only a few atoms in D. In their seminal work [59], Mallat and Zhang proposed a
matching pursuit (MP) algorithm [59] to find an approximated solution of the NPhard sparse decomposition problem. The orthogonal MP (OMP) [68] method was
later proposed to improve the performance of synthesis-based modeling. Besides
constraining the non-zero values (0 norm) in the coefficients, researchers have also
proposed to utilize its convex envelope, the 1 norm, to regularize the synthesis
coefficient. Compared with 0 norm, the global solution of the convex 1 problem
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can be achieved. One can solve 1 norm sparse coding problem with conventional
linear programming solvers, or modern methods, such as least angle regression [31]
and proximal algorithms [67].
The application of synthesis-based sparse representation for image restoration is
quite straight forward under the MAP framework:
x̂ = argminx ϒ(x, y) + (α s ), s.t.Dα s = x,

(7)

where ϒ(x, y) is the fidelity term, and the regularization (·) on synthesis
coefficient α s provides prior information for estimating the clean image x. In early
years, the adopted dictionary is often designed under the umbrella of harmonic
analysis [73] such as DCT, wavelet and curvelet dictionaries. These dictionaries,
however, are far from enough to model the complex structures of natural images,
limiting the image restoration performance. To better model the local structures
in images, dictionary learning methods have been introduced to improve image
restoration performance [3]. One of the representative works is the K-SVD algorithm, Aharon et al. [3] proposed to learn a dictionary from high quality images,
and utilize the learned dictionary for image denoising. Equipped with the learned
dictionaries, synthesis sparse representation framework has led to state-of-the-art
denoising results. Besides the studies on dictionary learning, researchers have also
made many attempts on designing strong regularization functions (·) to provide
better prior for restoration [13].
The synthesis sparse representation models can be interpreted from different
view points. Zoran et al. [102] and Yu et al. [94] have proposed to utilize the mixture
of Gaussian models to model the prior of natural image patches. Yu et al. [94]
analyzed the relationship between mixture of Gaussian model and the group sparsity
model, and shown that the selecting of Gaussian distributions can be termed as a
special group sparsity constraint.

2.3 Sparse Models with the NSS Prior
Besides working independently for capturing image local prior, sparse model has
also been combined with other natural image priors to pursuit better denoising
performance. By collecting non-local similar patches and conducting collaborative filtering on the 3D block, the block-matching and 3D filtering (BM3D)
algorithm [26] achieved state-of-the-art denoising performance. The great success
achieved by BM3D inspired follow up works to combine the sparse prior and NSS
prior. Mairal et al. [57] collect non-local similar patches and solve the groupsparsity problem to achieve better denoising results. Dong et al. [29] propose a
non-local centralized sparse representation model in which the mean value of the
representation coefficients are pre-estimated based on the patch groups.
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3 Low Rank Models for Image Denoising
Apart from employing sparsity prior for signal vectors, low-rank models have also
been proposed to exploit the sparsity (i.e., low-rankness) of a matrix of correlated
vectors. Low rank matrix approximation (LRMA) aims to recover the underlying
low rank matrix from its degraded observation. It has achieved a great success in
various applications of computer vision [11, 12, 40, 76, 100].
The low-rank models have also been successfully applied to image restoration
problems [40, 49, 66, 86]. Some studies [49, 96] take the low-rankness as a global
prior, and treat image restoration as an LRMA problem directly. However, such an
assumption is too strong and can not reflect the characteristics of natural images.
As a result, those global low-rank prior based methods can only perform well on
images with special contents, and they will over-smooth details in natural images.
For the task of denoising, Hui et al. [49] firstly applied the low-rank model on
video data. Image patches from the same spatial location among different frames
are collected, after vectorizing the patches, and form the patch groups as a matrix, Ji
et al. [49] seeks a low-rank approximation to generate the denoised patch groups. To
deal with single image denoising problem with the low-rank prior, Wang et al. [86],
Gu et al. [40], Xie et al. [92] exploit the NSS prior. These methods collect the nonlocal self-similarity patches and conduct low-rank approximation to estimate the
corresponding clean patches. To generate a good low-rank estimation from the patch
groups, Gu et al. [42] proposed a weighted nuclear norm minimization (WNNM)
model to adaptively regularize the singular value of matrix. The WNNM model
achieved state-of-the-art denoising performance.
Inspired by WNNM, Xie et al. [92] proposed a weighted Schatten p-Norm
Minimization model for image denoising. Xie et al. [91] extend the two dimension
low-rank model for matrix to higher dimension tensor models, proposed a new
regularizer for tensor data and achieved state-of-the-art performance on the multispectral image denoising tasks. Xu et al. [93] proposed a multi-channel WNNM
model to address the real color image denoising problem, which enable different
color channel to have different noise levels.

4 Deep Neural Network for Image Denoising
In the last several years, deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved great success
on a wide range of computer vision tasks. DNN has also been suggested to solve the
image denoising problem.
One of the first attempts has been made for image denoising with deep neural
networks is [48]. In [48] Jain and Seung proposed a small convolutional neural
network to deal with image denoising problem. The network has only four hidden
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Fig. 4 The DnCNN network structure proposed by Zhang et al. [97]
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layers and each layer only utilizes 24 feature maps. The network gets comparable
results with the FoE [72] method. In [90], Xie et al. stacked two sparse denoising
auto-encoders for image denoising. Pre-trained sparse denoising auto-encoders
were combined together, and LBFGS algorithm [56] was adopted to fine-tune
the network in an end-to-end manner. In [78], Schuler et al. trained a multilayer perceptron (MLP) for image denoising. MLP is the first network to achieve
comparable denoising performance with the baseline BM3D approach [26]. After
MLP, Schmidt et al. [77] (CSF method) and Chen et al. [21] (TNRD method)
proposed to unfold the inference process of the optimization-based denoising model,
and train denoising networks in an end-to-end manner. CSF and TNRD achieved
comparable denoising performance with the state-of-the-art WNNM approach.
Since 2012, the great success of convolutional neural networks achieved on the
image classification task [52] created a surge of interest in deep learning research.
Tremendous progress have been achieved in neural network training algorithms,
deep learning toolboxes and hardware devices. This progress facilitates the research
on DNN-based denoising algorithms. Zhang et al. [97] stacked convolution, batch
normalization [47] and ReLU [65] layers to estimate the residual between the
noisy input and the corresponding clean image. Their DnCNN network (Fig. 4) not
only achieved higher PSNR index on standard benchmarks than sparse and lowrank models but also much faster than previous optimization-based approaches.
Inspired by the success of DnCNN, Mao et al. proposed a very deep residual
encoding-decoding (RED) framework to solve image restoration problems, in which
skip connections have been introduced to train the very deep network. Recently,
Tai et al. [79] proposed a very deep persistent memory network (MemNet) for
image denoising. Recursive unit and gate unit have been adopted to learn multilevel representations under different receptive fields. RED approach [60] and
MemNet [79] improve the denoising performance over DnCNN [97], but also have
a higher demand on computational resources. In [39], Gu et al. proposed the fast
denoising network (FDnet) to seek a better trade-off between denoising performance
and speed. By incorporating stronger activation function, e.g. the multi-bin trainable
linear unit (MTLU), in the network, FDnet is capable to generate comparable
denoising result with less computational resources.
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5 Image Denoising: Practical Issues
In this section, we review some practical experimental protocol of image denoising
research. We first introduce commonly used experimental setting as well as
measurements for evaluating denoising algorithms. Then, report the performance
by some representative algorithms.

5.1 Experimental Setting for Image Denoising
Most of previous algorithms were evaluated on synthetic data. Given a clean image,
AWGN with different σ were added into the image to synthesize the noisy input.
Then, after conducting the denoising algorithms, different measurements can be
used to evaluate the quality of denoised estimations.
Until very recently, there was not a commonly accepted benchmark dataset to
evaluate denoising algorithms. Most of early studies report their algorithms on a
couple of images such as Lena image shown in Fig. 1. Some commonly used images
are shown in Fig. 5, one can see that most of the previous algorithms were designed
for gray image denoising. To the best of our knowledge, it is the FoE [72] paper
which firstly utilizes 68 testing images from the Berkeley segmentation dataset [61]
for evaluating denoising algorithms. The 68 image dataset gradually became a
benchmark for evaluating denoising algorithms, and most of recently proposed
algorithms report their performance on the Set 68 dataset. Besides testing image,
another important experimental setting for evaluating denoising algorithms is the
noise. Although the algorithms are designed to handle all images corrupted by
AWGN, the noise instance still affects the denoising performance. For the purpose

Fig. 5 Some commonly used images used for evaluating denoising algorithms beside the BSD 68
dataset
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of fair comparison, previous algorithms set the noise seed as 0 when using Matlab
to generate synthetic input images. Setting the same noise seed ensures the input
noisy image for different algorithms to be the same.
Recently, some benchmarks have been prepared to evaluate the performance of
denoising algorithm on real-world denoising task [1, 70]. The main challenge of
building benchmark for real-world denoising problem lies in that paired noisy and
clean image is hard to obtain. To address this issue, different averaging methods
and elaborately designed post processing approaches have been adopted to evaluate
clean reference image from multiple shoots [1, 70]. Other benchmarks consider
the restoration of a clean image degraded by a combination of noise, blur and
downsampling operators [83].

5.2 Measurements for Denoising Algorithms
The target of denoising algorithm is to recover the latent clean image from its noisy
observation. To evaluate denoising algorithms, different measurements have been
adopted to compare the denoised estimation and ground truth high quality images.
The most commonly used measurement is the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR)
index. PSNR is most easily defined via the mean squared error (MSE). Given the
ground truth image G and denoised estimation E, the MSE is defined as:

MSE =

M,N [E(m, n) − G(m, n)]

M ×N

2

,

(8)

where E(m, n) and G(m, n) are the pixel values at position (m, n) of image E and
G, respectively, and M and N are the image size. Based on MSE, the definition of
PSNR is:
 2 
R
P SNR = 10 log10
,
(9)
MSE
where R is the maximum fluctuation in the image data type. Although plenty of
works have pointed out that PSNR is not a good fit to measure the perceptual
similarity between two images, it is still the most commonly used index to compare
two images.
Besides the MSR and PSNR, perceptual quality measurements have also been
proposed to evaluate denoising algorithms. One of the representative measurement
is the structural similarity (SSIM) index [87]. The SSIM index is calculated on
various windows of an image. The measure between two windows x and y is:
SSI M(x, y) =

(2μx μy + c1 )(2σxy + c2 )
.
(μ2x + μ2y + c1 )(σx2 + σy2 + c2 )
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μx and μy are the average value of window x and y, respectively. σx and σy are
the variance of x and y, and σxy is the covariance of x and y. c1 = (k1 R)2 and
c2 = (k2 R)2 are two variables to stabilize the division with weak denominator,
where k1 and k2 is set as 0.01 and 0.03 by default and R is the dynamic range as
defined in Eq. (9). The SSIM and its extensions [98] have been widely applied in
different tasks to compare the estimated and ground truth images. For the image
denoising task, also the feature structural similarity (FSIM) [98] has been adopted
in some works. Very recently, Zhang et al. [99] proposed the Learned Perceptual
Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) metric based on deep features. However, all the
abovementioned perceptual quality measures are only proxies to the mean opinion
score (MOS) as obtained based on the ratings from human subjects. Recently
challenges on perceptual image super-resolution [6], image enhancement [46] and
learned image compression (CLIC at CVPR 2018) resort to MOS for rankings.

5.3 Denoising Performance of Representative Algorithms
In this part, we present the denoising results by different methods on the Set 68
dataset for reference. Note that in the recent years other datasets gained popularity
such as Set5, Set14, B100, Urban100, or DIV2K datasets [2] more commonly used
for benchmarking image super-resolution algorithms. The numbers are achieved
from recently published denoising paper [97]. As can be easily found in the
Table 1, the discriminative learning approaches TNRD [21] and DnCNN [97],
generally able to achieve better performance than the hand-crafted methods such as
BM3D [26], EPLL [102] and WNNM [42]. Furthermore, the deep neural networks
based approach DnCNN achieved much better performance than other models.
The running time by different methods to process a 512×512 image are shown in
Table 2. The numbers also come from the DnCNN paper, which adopted a PC with
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5820K 3.30 GHz CPU and an Nvidia Titan X GPU to test
different algorithms. Generally, as discriminative learning based approaches do not
need to solve the optimization problem in the inference phase, they achieved large
improvement on running speed over optimization based methods. Furthermore,
some recently proposed algorithms are well-suited for parallel computation on GPU,
their running time can be greatly reduced by using the GPU.
Some visual examples of the denoising results by different methods can be found
in Fig. 6.
Table 1 The average PSNR(dB) results of different methods on the BSD68 dataset
Methods
σ = 15
σ = 25
σ = 50

BM3D
[26]
31.07
28.57
25.62

WNNM
[42]
31.37
28.83
25.87

EPLL
[102]
31.21
28.68
25.67

MLP
[78]
−
28.96
26.03

The numbers come from [97]
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CSF
[77]
31.24
28.74
−

TNRD
[21]
31.42
28.92
25.97

DnCNN
[97]
31.73
29.23
26.23
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Table 2 The runtimes of different methods for processing a 512 × 512
BM3D
[26]
Methods
CPU runtime [s] 2.85
GPU runtime [s] −

WNNM
[42]
773.2
−

EPLL
[102]
45.5
−

MLP
[78]
5.51
−

CSF
[77]
5.67
0.92

TNRD
[21]
1.33
0.032

DnCNN
[97]
3.41
0.051

Fig. 6 Denoising results by different methods on a testing image from the Set68 dataset (σ = 50)

6 Emerging Topics and Open Problems
Despite the good performance DNN-based denoising approaches have achieved on
standard benchmarks, there are still some open problems which may play a very
important role in the application of DNN-based denoising on real systems. During
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the past several years, some attempts have been made to improve the performance
of the denoising system such that to better fit real applications. In this section, we
discuss some emerging topics and open problems in the field of image denoising.
The target of image denoising is to improve the quality of the noisy input.
Pixel-wise fidelity measures such as RMSE and PSNR computed between denoised
and latent ground truth are widely used to evaluate denoising results. However,
these measures do not fit the human visual system well, an estimation with high
PSNR index may not always mean a visually pleasant denoising result. In order
to improve the perceptual quality of the denoised image, conventional approaches
proposed to add extra constrains in the optimization progress such that to keep
more textural details in the denoising results. For example, Cho et al. [24] utilize
a hyper-Laplacian to model the image gradient, and proposed a content-aware prior
which sets different shape parameters of gradient distribution in different image
regions. Although the original idea of [24] was proposed for the image deblurring
tasks, it inspired Zuo et al. [104] to propose a gradient histogram preservation
algorithm for image denoising. Zuo et al. [104] exploit the statistical property of
AWGN and pre-estimate the gradient histogram of the clean image from its noisy
observation, then add a gradient histogram constraint to keep more textural details in
the denoising results. For DNN-based methods, the denoised estimation is directly
generated from the noisy input and adding constraint on the target is not easy. A
straight forward way to improve the visual quality is to use a better loss function,
better correlated to the human perception, to train the denoising networks. In the
field of image super-resolution, a wide range of losses have been suggested to
train CNNs for achieving better visual quality. Johnson et al. [50] proposed to use
the 2 distance between the VGG features of target and estimated image to train
neural networks, and claimed it helps to generate visually more pleasant results
compared with the conventional 2 or 1 distance in the image domain. Inspired
by the great success achieved by the generative adversarial networks (GAN) [37]
in image prior modeling, Ledig et al. [53] added a GAN loss in the training of
super-resolution networks and achieved better visual quality than the RMSE losses.
Although the above losses were proposed for other image restoration tasks, they
are also applicable for improving the visual quality of denoising networks [19]. As
the loss functions greatly affects the behavior of denoising networks, finding a good
loss function which fits human visual system well is a very interesting and promising
research topic.
Besides seeking for better loss function, another interesting problem is training
denoising networks in a weakly supervised or unsupervised manner. As the noise
model in imaging system is very complex and synthesizing real noisy image from
high quality image is a challenging problem. We may not able to get paired
training images, which contains real noisy image and its corresponding high quality
image, to train denoising networks. Most of current denoising networks follow
the experimental setting of AWGN removal, the noisy inputs were synthesized by
adding noise to the clean image. Although the networks achieved highly competitive
performance on standard benchmarks, recent study [70] has found that DNN-based
approach is not as good as conventional approaches, such as BM3D [26] and
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WNNM [42], for processing real noisy images. In order to solve this problem, one
possible direction is to improve the generalization performance of denoising neural
networks, and make neural networks trained on synthetic data capable to perform
well on real data. Guo et al. [43] proposed a convolutional blind denoising network
(CBDNet). CBDNet is comprised of a noise estimation subnetwork and a denoising
subnetwork, and is trained using a more realistic noise model by considering both
signal-dependent noise and in-camera processing pipeline. Another interesting way
is to investigate weakly supervised training strategies which do not rely on paired
training data to train denoising networks. Previously, Ignatov et al. [45] proposed
a WESPE method, which trains an image enhancement networks with only two
groups of images, i.e. the low quality images and the high quality images. However,
currently there are still no works successful in training denoising networks in a
weakly supervised manner. How to take benefit from unpaired noisy and clean
images for denoising networks training is still an open problem.

7 Conclusion
In this brief review we focused mainly on the image denoising literature addressing
the additive white Gaussian noise case, pointed out to the tremendous advances from
a field whose research spans for several decades, and went more into the details of
the recent literature and the advent of deep learning approaches. After reviewing the
current state-of-the-art we went beyond and identified a couple of challenges and
open directions to whom the image denoising community is invited to answer.
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Dealing with incomplete information is a well studied problem in the context
of machine learning and computational intelligence. However, in the context of
computer vision, the problem has only been studied in specific scenarios (e.g.,
certain types of occlusions in specific types of images), although it is common to
have incomplete information in visual data. This chapter describes the design of
an academic competition focusing on inpainting of images and video sequences
that was part of the competition program of WCCI2018 and had a satellite event
collocated with ECCV2018. The ChaLearn Looking at People Inpainting Challenge
aimed at advancing the state of the art on visual inpainting by promoting the
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development of methods for recovering missing and occluded information from
images and video. Three tracks were proposed in which visual inpainting might
be helpful but still challenging: human body pose estimation, text overlays removal
and fingerprint denoising. This chapter describes the design of the challenge, which
includes the release of three novel datasets, and the description of evaluation
metrics, baselines and evaluation protocol. The results of the challenge are analyzed
and discussed in detail and conclusions derived from this event are outlined.

1 Introduction
The problem of dealing with missing or incomplete information in machine
learning and computer vision arises naturally in many applications. Recent strategies
make use of generative models to complete missing or corrupted data. Advances
in computer vision using deep generative models have found applications in
image/video processing, such as denoising [7], restoration [18], super-resolution
[4], or inpainting [13, 17].
We focus on image and video inpainting tasks, that might benefit from novel
methods such as Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [14] or Residual connections [6, 11]. Solutions to the inpainting problem may be useful in a wide variety
of computer vision tasks. In this study, we focus on three important applications
of image and video inpainting: human pose estimation, video de-captioning and
fingerprint recognition. Regarding the former task, it is challenging to perform
human pose recognition in images containing occlusions. It still is a present problem
in most realistic scenarios. Since tracking human pose is a prerequisite for human
behavior analysis in many applications, replacing occluded parts may help the
whole processing chain. Regarding the second task, in the context of news media,
video entertainment and broadcasting programs from various languages (such as
news, series or documentaries), there are frequently text captions or embedded
commercials or subtitles. These reduce visual attention and occlude parts of frames,
potentially decreasing the performance of automatic understanding systems. Finally,
the problem of validation of fingerprints in images with occlusions which has
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applications mostly in forensics and security systems. Despite recent advances in
machine learning, it is still challenging to aim at fast (real time) and accurate
automatic removal of occlusions (text, objects or stain) in images and video
sequences.
In this chapter we study recent advances in each given task. Specifically, we
conduct the ChaLearn Looking at People Inpainting Challenge that comprised
three tracks, one for each task. Such event had a satellite event collocated with
ECCV2018. Herein we explain the challenge setups, provided datasets, baselines
and challenge results for each task. The main contributions of this challenge are: the
organization of an academic competition that attracted a number of participants to
deal with the inpainting problem; the release of three novel datasets that will foster
research in visual inpainting; an evaluation protocol that will remain open so that
new methodologies can be compared with those proposed in the challenge.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we explain the
inpainting of human images track where images are occluded with random blocks.
In Sect. 3 we elaborate on the problem of inpainting of video clips subtitles with
different size and color. Next, we describe the inpainting of noisy fingerprints track
in Sect. 4, where noise is added artificially with the aid of different patterns. Finally,
we discuss conclusions and future directions of research in Sect. 5.

2 Inpainting Still Images of Humans
Human subjects are important targets in many images and photographs. In this
sense, having an image with clear details and without noise is critical for some
applications in uncontrolled environments. For instance, it is quite likely to remove
an object that occludes part of the body and replace it with a realistic background.
This has an instant application in media production or security cameras. It can also
be used as an intermediate task to help other applications like human pose or gesture
estimation.
The human pose has many degrees of freedom, giving the human appearance
very high variability. This coupled with cluttered backgrounds, different viewpoints
and differences in foreground/background illumination, pose great challenge to the
task of inpainting parts of the human body in still images. The lack of temporal
context in highly masked images adds an extra difficulty for these approaches.
Therefore, an algorithm must be aware of global context while generating consistent
and realistic local patches for masked areas.
In this track we tackle inpainting still images of humans with different level
of missing areas. As a standard approach in the inpainting domain, we artificially
mask out several blocks around body joints with random position and size. Given
an RGB image and its mask in training time, a participant’s method must be able
to accurately reconstruct the masked region in test time. Evaluation is done based
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on standard similarity metrics. Given inpainting as an intermediate task, we also
evaluate accuracy of each reconstructed image in human pose. That is, a pretrained
method is used to estimate body pose based on reconstructed image and an error is
computed based on estimated 2D joints.

2.1 Data
For this dataset we collected images from multiple sources that can be seen in
Table 1. They have been selected because they provide a high variability of content
while being representative enough to allow the resulting methods to generalize. We
randomly split samples into train/val/test sets by 70/15/15% ratio, respectively.
Preprocessing
To make the joint annotations consistent we made sure that all the selected datasets
used the same criteria when annotating each body part. It is important to note that
while not every image has all joints annotated, the annotations of all the joints of
the same type are consistent. In Fig. 1 one can see which joint positions we consider
valid. In Table 2 we can see which joints we extracted from each dataset. The only
ones that appear through all the datasets are wrists, elbow and shoulder.
Some adjustments had to be done to ensure that the annotations were consistent:
• We removed the information about right and left of the joints since some of the
datasets were using the camera as reference and others the human subject.
• In the Synchronic dataset we did not have a thorax joint, but, from what we could
see, it contained a vertical line through the upper body and the middle of that line
was pretty similar to the thorax position, so we decided to use those instead.
Masking
For each image we generated a different mask to hide parts of the image. Algorithms
will be evaluated on how well they can restore the parts of the image occluded by
this mask. To avoid having fixed bounds we set the following procedure: masks
Table 1 Image source overview, note that the number of images used is not the same as the
original size of the dataset, this is due to extracting multiple human crops from the original image
and filtering out some not suitable for the planned task
Name
MPII human pose dataset [2]
Leeds sports pose dataset [9]
Synchronic activities stickmen V [5]
Short BBC pose [3]
Frames labelled in cinema [15]

#Images used
26,571
2000
1128
996
10,381
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Fig. 1 Position of the
selected joints

Table 2 Check-marks indicate that either the joint appears in some images of the dataset, or it can
be extracted from the original annotations
Name
MPII
LSP
Synch
BBC
FLIC

#Joints
19
8
6
4
6

1



2



3



4


5



6




7







8






9






10






11

12





Joints refer to 1—Ankles, 2—Knees, 3—Hips, 4—Pelvis, 5—Thorax, 6—Upper Neck, 7—Head
Top, 8—Wrists, 9—Elbows, 10—Shoulders, 11—Eyes, 12—Nose

consist of N blocks, where 0 < N < 11 for each image, each block being a square
of size s ranging from
min(w, h)
min(w, h)
<s<
20
3
where w and h are the width and height of the image, respectively. The blocks cover
joints in part and are randomly positioned around the center of the joint. The blocks
do not overlap and have a margin of 100px from the image’s edge. At most 70% of
the image is masked.
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2.2 Baselines
The baselines decided for track one are adaptations of [14, 19, 20] that all
involve deep convolutional architectures. Below are descriptions of the considered
baselines:
• Context encoders [14]. This method uses an autoencoder model along with
a generative adversarial model (GAN). It was trained by a conjunction of a
reconstruction loss (normalized masked L2) and an adversarial loss provided by
the discriminator.
• Multi-scale neural patches [19]. This baseline is focused on obtaining high
resolution results. To do so it uses a model based on two networks, a content
network tasked with creating an initial approximation and a texture network
which is tasked with adding high frequency details by constraining the texture
of the generated image according to the texture of the non masked area. Context
Encoders are used as the global content prediction network which serves as
initialization for the multi-scale algorithm.
• Semantic inpainting [20]. This model learns to generate new samples from the
dataset, which means it learns the manifold where the dataset exists. Then they
infer a reconstruction by finding the point on this manifold closest to the encoded
masked image.
We trained these baselines on the same train set used for the competition. Some
qualitative results are shown in Table 3. As one can see, the baselines perform
quite well on small parts but visual quality must be improved when inferring bigger
missing regions.

2.3 Competition Results
To evaluate results, we used traditional image similarity metrics such as mean
squared error (MSE) and structural dissimilarity (DSSIM) [16]. Additionally, we
proposed a new highly domain specific metric, Weakly Normalized Joint Distance
(henceforth WNJD), which evaluates the performance of a state of the art pose
estimation technique on the image before and after the reconstruction. It can be
calculated for each image with:
N
W NJ D =

i=0 |OJ ointi

− P J ointi |
,
N ||(w, h)||

where OJ oint and P J oint are vectors containing the original and predicted joints,
respectively. N is the number of labeled joints and w, h are the width and height of
the image. Finally, due to the emphasis on the human pose domain of the problem
the submissions were evaluated using a mean rank of multiple metrics.
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Table 3 Qualitative and quantitative samples of chosen baselines for track 1 (resized)

DSSIM to the original has been added below the reconstructions. Pose estimation (last column) done
over [19] reconstruction
Table 4 Test set results for
track 1

#
1
2

User
UNLU
Inception

Rank
1.3
1.7

MSE
0.0158 (1)
0.0158 (2)

DSSIM
0.2088 (2)
0.2048 (1)

WNJD
0.1489 (1)
0.1495 (2)

We used [12] as pose estimation algorithm, which presents an architecture called
hourglass which is stated to be able to capture information from all possible scales.
Each hourglass module is an autoencoder with residual connections from encoder
convolutional layers to corresponding decoder ones. A number of hourglass modules
are stacked sequentially, a loss is applied on the output of each stack and the whole
model is trained jointly. Finally, the joints are extracted from output joint heatmaps.
In the competition, this information was withheld from the participants to avoid
unfair advantages.
The final results on the competition test set can be seen in Table 4. We also show
some qualitative images of participants methods in Table 5.
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2.4 Discussion
From the results of the competition we can see that most of the approaches, from
participants or baselines, involved the use of a GANs. The main differences with
the solutions were on the Loss or mixture of Losses used to train the GAN and the
architecture. These differences can be seen in Table 6.
Another interesting point to note is that while both approaches transferred
knowledge from networks trained in other domains, they used different methods to
do so. One of them used pretraining and the other one incorporated the knowledge
into the loss function, by using VGG to evaluate the quality of the reconstruction.
We believe that these results indicate that GANs have consolidated their place
as a strong competitor for inpainting problems, and that new methods live and die
by their ability to correctly evaluate the quality of the reconstruction. We can see
the field moving from using the original image as the only solution and instead
evaluating each solution on their own merits, independently of how much they
resemble the original. This is probably one of the main contributing factors behind
the predominance of GANs. We can also see that there is no generalized standard to
evaluate these possible solutions which causes most of the methods to focus heavily
on loss engineering.
In this competition though we did not want to only evaluate the image reconstruction quality. We also wanted to check how capable an inpainting model was
to store information from an specific domain such as human poses. To that end we
can see a more fine grained breakdown of the mean WNJD for each joint type on
Table 7.
As we can see there was a definitive difference between the quality of the human
pose reconstruction between the approaches, as one model outperformed the other
in every type of joint reconstructed. It is notable that no model added any kind of

Table 6 Main approach differences between participant approaches
# Work name
Input size Pretraining
1 People inpainting 256 × 256 Generative
with generative
image
adversarial
inpainting with
networks
contextual
attention
(Places2)
2 Generative image 128×128 None (VGG
inpainting for
used to
person pose
calculate loss)
generation

Generator
Sa Db Loss
N Y Generalized
loss-sensitive
GAN

Discriminators
Global + Local

Y Y

Global

a Skip-connections
b Dilated

Convolutions
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Table 7 Mean WNJD for all predictions of each predicted joint type in the test set
# User
RK RH RW RE RS RA P
LE LS LK LH LW T
LA
1 UNLU
0.07 0.16 0.24 0.13 0.12 0.16 0.06 0.11 0.10 0.06 0.09 0.19 0.08 0.10
2 Inception 0.51 0.46 0.40 0.38 0.39 0.57 0.32 0.28 0.26 0.34 0.31 0.31 0.47 0.35
Lower is better. RK Right knee, RH Right hip, RW Right wrist, RE Right elbow, RS Right shoulder,
RA Right ankle, P Pelvis, LE Left elbow, LS Left shoulder, LK Left knee, LH Left hip, LW Left
wrist, T Torso, LA Left ankle

handcrafted feature or used pretrained networks specific to the human domain. All
the human domain knowledge was learned from this dataset.

3 Video Decaptioning
Video data is nowadays collected everywhere, as well as shared on various internet
platforms in an extraordinary exponential growing. This offers a wide diversity of
contents to final users, e.g. more than 400 h of new video are uploaded to Youtube
every single minute [1]. Live streaming from social media platforms also offer a
huge quantity of video to final users, that for some poor network reasons might be
degraded to low resolution. In various situations, available video data might benefit
from recent advances in computer vision to enhance its quality and improving the
user experience.
Existing similar tasks, such as automatic video denoising or video coloration
allow for restoring ancient archives that constitute an effective way of preserving
such rich source of cultural knowledge. Video inpainting has multiple forms because
of the spatio-temporal nature of such signal: in the temporal axis, inpainting might
consists in inferring entire frames within a given video sequence, leading to artificial
slow motion effect [8]. For both spatial and temporal axis, video inpainting replaces
missing or occluding parts in video sequences with semantically relevant pixels.
In particular, removing occluding parts in video sequences might lead to better
automatic object detection and indexing systems, especially for autonomous vehicle
vision systems. From the user point of view, text overlays in news or media programs
reduce the visual attention, making hard to focus on the original video message.
This section introduces the ChaLearn LaP Inpainting Challenge Track on video
decaptioning. The video decaptioning task might be viewed as a simplified but
challenging and realistic scenario of the video inpainting task. We define the video
decaptioning task in a supervised setting, where the goal is to generate a decaptioned
version of a captioned video sequence. Addressing this task must resolve the
complex task of replacing overlaid captions with original set of semantically
coherent pixels in the video sequence. We propose the first large dataset of paired
training data that contains both degraded and groundtruth data from natural, wide
and diverse video sequences. We hope that such large video dataset can push deep
learning based model to resolve this challenging task.
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3.1 Data
We collected a large brand new dataset for the video inpainting track of the
ChaLearn LaP Inpainting Challenge. The dataset is composed of pairs of the
form (X, Y), where X is a 5 s video clip (containing embedded text) and Y the
corresponding target video clip (without embedded text, see Fig. 2). The participants
in this track must develop a method that receives as input the video with captions
and provide as output the decaptioned video.
Sources
We collected about 150 h of diverse videos of TV movies of various genres with
associated generated subtitles available from YouTube. The various video contents
are intended to be as diverse as possible, making the dataset almost generic for
subtitle removal task. Data sources were checked to fulfill the required copyrights
to be reused during this challenge for research purposes.
Preprocessing
Raw videos were processed in order to obtain a set of well formed short video
sequences: we removed letter-boxing area (top/down black bars where subtitles
could be printed), normalized frame rate to 25 frames per second and rescaled
frames to width = 256 keeping aspect ratio, then cropped the central region with
size 256 × 256. In order to create the set X of corrupted videos, we hard printed
subtitles by applying several variations in fonts and text style (size, color, italic/bold,
background box transparent/opaque). Finally, we split the original and corrupted
videos in 5 s non-overlapped video clips. We kept 70% of the clips that contain
the most subtitles that represents about 90,000 video clips with 125 frames of
256×256 pixels. Finally, we split the resulting video clips into training (60% of
clips), validation (20%) and, test (20%) sets.

Fig. 2 Few dataset samples. On top, corrupted X frames. At bottom, groundtruth Y frames
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In Fig. 2 a few examples are shown. The figure illustrates the diversity of video
content, style and resolution, as well as the vaeried font transformations and subtitle
overlays. We also notice a few examples containing text or logo in both corrupted
and ground truth clips.

3.2 Novelty of the Dataset
This dataset is the largest and more diverse video dataset especially designed for
the inpainting task. The nature and the diversity of video content make it both,
challenging and of practical relevance, Large variations of text overlays offers
various kind of inpainting contributions, from denoising methods (for samples
where overlay is small, font is well contrasted and background transparent), to large
missing region (where background is opaque and overlay is large). Dealing with
such variations and video contents lead to a difficult and challenging dataset.
Missing parts (i.e., captioned area) in the video dataset have various sizes, since
overlays size vary with the font size as well as length of subtitles. Figure 3 shows
the distribution of missing parts ratio, highlighting the various difficulty of video
samples, up to 50% of frames to replace. Variations in number of pixels makes the
proposed task challenging but realistic.

Fig. 3 Distribution of different missing parts on the video dataset
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We provide metadata with this dataset, consisting of every video sources,
timestamped subtitles text, overlay size and background style for each video clip.
Such metadata allows for analyzing systems performance according to overlays
variations.

3.3 Baselines
The video track’s main objective can be achieved by multiple auxiliary tasks, i.e.:
detect regions that contain text, video segmentation, video/patch generation, etc.
We implemented baselines from recent state of the art methods from the image
inpainting domain. We adapted models from [14, 19, 20], which involve deep
convolutional encoder-decoder architectures with reconstruction loss. We do not
use temporal information, neither adversarial loss, giving room for lots of possible
improvements during the challenge.
• Baseline 1 considers the whole frames as global context to infer missing parts,
such as the complete spatial structure to generate complete frames. We use
a deep convolutional autoencoder, with a VGG-like encoder consisting of 3
blocks of 2 convolutional layers, batch normalization and relu non-linearities,
with respectively 64, 128 and 256 filters of size 3×3 pixels. The decoder is
composed of four blocks of convolutional, upsampling, batch normalization and
relu activation. This model is heavy in terms of parameters and memory usage,
since it assumes inputs and outputs of size 256×256×3.
• Baseline 2 processes frames by patches of 32×32 pixels, allowing to reduce
the number of parameters. A patch auto-encoder (similar but lighter than first
baseline) is jointly learned with a patch classifier that detects the presence of
text. At inference, a frame is first split into non-overlapped patches. Then if
the classifier informs about the presence of text, the patch is passed through
the decoder. Patches classified as non-text are simply copied to the generated
output frame. This approach is faster to train and efficient to remove text with
no background overlays. However, since it ignores the context, it cannot perform
well on patches containing only missing values.

3.4 Competition Results
Tables 8 and 9 show the results of this track obtained in both validation and test
phases of the Challenge, respectively. We report three evaluated metrics: MSE, peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM). During the first
phase, 35 different participants registered and downloaded the starting kit. Among
them, 18 did at least one submission (not always valid), and seven participants kept
active. In total, we received 50 submissions, Tables 8 and 9 list scores reached by
active participants.
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Table 8 Validation results of track 2
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

User
hcilab
arnavkj95
dhkim
anubhap93
mcahny01
ucs
baseline2
yangchris11

Rank
3.3
3.6
4.0
4.3
4.6
4.6
5.3
6.0

MSE
0.0013 (1)
0.0014 (2)
0.0015 (3)
0.0016 (6)
0.0018 (5)
0.0021 (4)
0.0023 (7)
0.0045 (8)

PSNR
32.6001 (1)
31.9629 (2)
31.0613 (3)
30.5311 (4)
29.9306 (6)
28.6957 (7)
30.0993 (5)
27.0632 (8)

SSIM
0.0439 (8)
0.0512 (7)
0.0516 (6)
0.0610 (5)
0.0751 (3)
0.0935 (1)
0.0621 (4)
0.0876 (2)

Table 9 Test set results of track 2
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

User
SanghyunWoo
hcilab
ucs
anubhap93
arnavkj95
baseline2

Rank
2.6
3.0
3.3
3.6
4.0
4.3

MSE
0.0011 (1)
0.0012 (3)
0.0011 (2)
0.0012 (4)
0.0012 (5)
0.0022 (6)

PSNR
33.3527 (1)
33.0228 (2)
33.0052 (3)
32.0021 (5)
32.1713 (4)
30.1856 (6)

SSIM
0.0404 (6)
0.0424 (4)
0.0410 (5)
0.0499 (2)
0.0482 (3)
0.0613 (1)

At the test phase, some participants merged their submissions, constituting a new
team, while some did not submit any factsheets or codes as required to officially
claim prizes. Table 9 list every participants submission (in italic we show discarded
participants).

3.5 Discussion
Most of active participants did succeed in improving baseline methods. Next we
briefly discuss on differences of proposed methods and their impact on inpainting
performance.
• SanghyunWoo used a U-Net based architecture combined with 3D and 2D gated
convolutions to predict the middle frame of N given frames. Gated convolution
allows for learning an attention mechanism in intermediate feature maps, while
temporal dependence aims at taking advantage of the video structure. Training
is performed by optimizing a loss that combines L1 reconstruction term, SSIM
perceptual score, and Gradient L1 loss.
• hcilab trained a U-Net model in a multi-stage procedure, where output of
the previous stage is given as input of next stage, in a recurrent manner.
The use of skip connections from U-Net in addition to an iterative scheme
increase significantly the inpainting performance, compared to initial baseline2
performance.
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• anubhap93 used an almost standard U-Net architecture with dilated convolutions. Their model was trained by combining MSE, SSIM and GAN losses.
Dilated convolutions seem to significantly improve the generation quality.
• arnavkj95 used a standard U-Net architecture, trained with MSE loss.
We notice that only the winning team did take account of temporal context in
video sequences to perform decaptioning. However, it is not clear whether they
reached top performance due to this characteristic, since they are also the only
team using gated convolutions. GANs were not intensively considered during this
challenge, only one team combined Adversarial loss with MSE and SSIM losses,
with a sensibly low impact, probably due to the difficulty and unstable nature of
such training. The U-Net model has been widely considered as an effective encoderdecoder architecture. Most participants extended this model to improve inpainting
performance.
Figure 4 shows a qualitative comparison of participants outputs for three different
examples that belong to three levels of difficulty with respect to the size of missing
part to inpaint: easy samples mostly contain subtitles with small font, transparent
background and few text; medium samples have bigger font, semi-transparent
background, more text ; difficult samples contain a big part to replace (up to 50%
of frame) corresponding to subtitles with black-opaque background. We note that
all methods perform well for easy sample. From the medium sample, we remark
small texture variations in the curtain reconstruction from participants outputs,
where the baseline output fails to reconstruct well the right texture. The U-Net
architecture seems here to bring a significant positive impact, since only our baseline
method did not use any skip connections within the encoder-decoder architecture.
Hard samples are extreme case of inpainting problem where a large part must be
replaced. All the methods fail in getting acceptable reconstruction and generate
blurry pixels. However, watching carefully, it appears that all the methods (except
baseline) succeed in reconstructing the global structure of missing parts (face, hairs,
neck, jacket). More carefully, we can observe that ‘hcilab’ seemed to generate
details slightly better than others, especially considering the shape of face, where
‘arnavkj95’ missed more details than others. The blurry effect in this hard case
might mostly come from the MSE loss used by most participants. In this case, GANs
objective should help in generating sharper and more accurate regions.

4 Fingerprint Reconstruction and Denoising
Biometrics play an increasingly important role in security. They ensure privacy
and identity verification, as evidenced by the increasing prevalence of fingerprint
sensors on mobile devices. Fingerprint retrieval keeps also being an important law
enforcement tool used in forensics. However, much remains to be done to improve
the accuracy of verification, both in terms of false negatives (in part due to poor
image quality when fingers are wet or dirty) and false positives (due to the ease of
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Fig. 4 Qualitative comparison from the middle frame of three test samples
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forgery). This track involves reducing noise (denoising) and/or replacing missing
parts (inpainting) due to various kinds of alterations or sensor failures in fingerprint
images. This is viewed as a preprocessing step to ease verification carried out either
by humans or existing third party software. To protect privacy and have full control
over the experimental design, we synthesized a (very) large dataset of realistic
artificial fingerprints for the purpose of training learning machines.
Thus, the objective of participants was to develop algorithms that can inpaint
and denoise fingerprint images that contain artifacts like noise, scratches, etc. Such
procedures can be applied to improve the performance of subsequent operations like
fingerprint verification. Developed algorithms were evaluated based on reconstruction performance. That is, participants were required to reconstruct the degraded
fingerprint images using their developed algorithms and submit the reconstructed
fingerprint images. After the submission, the reconstructed images were compared
against the corresponding ground-truth fingerprint images in the pixel space to
determine the quality of the reconstructions.

4.1 Data
We generated images of fingerprints by first degrading synthetic fingerprints with
a distortion model (blur, brightness, contrast, elastic transformation, occlusion,
scratch, resolution, rotation), then overlaying the fingerprints on top of various
backgrounds. The resulting images were typical of what law enforcement agents
have to deal with. For training participants got pairs of original and distorted images.
Their goal was to recover original images from distorted image on a test dataset.
Training set was constructed in the following two steps: (1) 75,600 275 × 400
pixel ground-truth fingerprint images without any noise or scratches, but with
random transformations (at most five pixels translation and ±10◦ rotation) were
generated by using the software Anguli: Synthetic Fingerprint Generator. (2) 75,600
275 × 400 pixel degraded fingerprint images were generated by applying random
artifacts (blur, brightness, contrast, elastic transformation, occlusion, scratch, resolution, rotation) and backgrounds to the ground-truth fingerprint images. In total, it
contains 151,200 fingerprint images (75,600 fingerprints, and two impressions—one
ground-truth and one degraded—per fingerprint).
Validation and test sets were constructed similarly to the training set and
were used to evaluate the reconstruction performance. In total, each set contains
16,800 fingerprint images (8400 fingerprints and two impressions—one groundtruth and one degraded—per fingerprint). Since this set was used for the purpose of
evaluating the reconstruction performance, only the degraded and not the groundtruth fingerprint images were provided to participants.
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4.2 Baselines
A deep learning based baseline was used for reconstructing/enhancing the degraded
fingerprint images with a standard deep convolutional neural network (CNN). To
this end, a CNN was trained on the synthetic training set by minimizing the
MSE loss function with Adam. The CNN comprises four convolutional layers, five
residual blocks, two deconvolutional layers and another convolutional layer. Each
of the five residual blocks comprises two convolutional layers. All of the layers
except for the last layer are followed by batch normalization and rectified linear
units. The last layer is followed by batch normalization and hyperbolic tangent units.
The model is implemented in Chainer.

4.3 Competition Results
Similar to the other tracks, the results of this track were evaluated based on three
different metrics. The metrics were mean squared error (MSE), peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM). Tables 10 and 11 show the final
results of the validation phase and the test phase. Figure 5 shows qualitative results

Table 10 Validation results of track 3
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

User
CVxTz
rgsl888
hcilab
sukeshadigav
baseline
finlouarn
Xiaojing
BriceRauby
go
yashkotadia
yg

Rank
1.0
2.3
3.3
4.0
5.0
5.3
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0

MSE
0.0191 (1)
0.0239 (2)
0.0241 (3)
0.0276 (6)
0.0252 (5)
0.0251 (4)
0.0381 (7)
0.0398 (8)
0.0414 (9)
0.0564 (10)
0.7282 (11)

PSNR
17.6640 (1)
16.8363 (2)
16.6062 (3)
16.4162 (4)
16.4098 (5)
16.3992 (6)
14.6347 (7)
14.1740 (8)
14.1710 (9)
12.7785 (10)
1.3781 (11)

SSIM
0.8426 (1)
0.8069 (3)
0.8031 (4)
0.8234 (2)
0.7954 (5)
0.7904 (6)
0.6990 (7)
0.6954 (8)
0.6709 (9)
0.6417 (10)
0.0001 (11)

MSE
0.0189 (1)
0.0231 (2)
0.0238 (3)
0.0268 (4)
0.0241 (5)

PSNR
17.6968 (1)
16.9688 (2)
16.6465 (3)
16.5534 (4)
16.4160 (5)

SSIM
0.8427 (1)
0.8093 (3)
0.8033 (4)
0.8261 (2)
0.8234 (5)

Table 11 Test results of track 3
#
1
2
3
4
5

User
CVxTz
rgsl888
hcilab
sukeshadigav
baseline

Rank
1.0
2.3
3.3
3.3
5.0
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Fig. 5 Sample results of three Track 3 submissions
Table 12 Summary of the winning methods
#
1

User
CVxTz

Model
U-Net

Preprocessing
Normalization,
rescaling, resizing

2
3
4

rgsl888
hcilab
sukeshadigav

U-Net, dilated conv
Baseline
M-Net

5

baseline

Residual encoder

–
–
Normalization,
padding, resizing
Resizing

Training
Vanilla backprop with MSE,
data augmentation (affine,
contrast, saturation)
Vanilla backprop with MSE
Iterative backprop with MSE
Vanilla backprop with MSE,
SSIM
Vanilla backprop with MSE

of a number of submissions. In total, there were 11 submissions in the validation
phase and five submissions in the test phase. In the test phase, only four out of
a potential 10 submissions outperformed the baseline, whereas in the validation
phase, the baseline was outperformed by all four submissions. Interestingly, the only
submissions in the test phase were those that were ranked above the baseline in the
validation phase.

4.4 Discussion
There were a number of similarities and differences between the winning methods
and the baseline. A summary thereof is presented in Table 12.
Three out of four of the winning methods used a U-net like architecture and
the remaining method used the same architecture as the baseline. Given that the
most striking difference between the baseline and such U-net like architectures are
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skip connections and bottleneck layers, these results demonstrate the importance of
these architectural components in the task of inpainting and denoising for fingerprint
verification.
Next to the architectural differences, there were other important factors that
differentiated the higher ranking methods from the rest. In particular, it seems that
the extensive use of data augmentation by the first placed team and the use of dilated
convolutions by the second placed team were the main factors that separated them
from the rest of the teams.
Another interesting observation was that almost all teams exclusively used the
MSE loss function, which is notorious for causing artefacts in image generation
tasks, suggesting that the noise ceiling on this dataset was not reached as the
methods were held back by suboptimal loss functions.
Taken together, the results are expected to be improved with more realistic
forward models, adversarial/feature loss functions and perhaps variational methods.
It would also be interesting to see how the current methods or such improved
methods compare with physical models and transfer to real data.

5 Conclusion and Future Directions of Research
We have described the design and results of a novel challenge focusing on inpainting
in images and video. Three tracks were proposed, each associated to a realistic
scenario. For each track we prepared new datasets and baselines, exposing the
complexity of the tasks and showing the feasibility of solving them. Results obtained
by participants were presented and analyzed. In all tracks, participants succeeded
at improving the performance of baseline methods. Also, it is impressive the
qualitative performance of proposed solutions.
We can outline the following conclusions and corresponding future research
directions as derived from the challenge:
• Methodological similarity among solutions. Results obtained by participants
together with the undeniable similarity among solutions, all of them based
on deep learning, confirm the establishment of specific architectures of deep
learning (e.g., U-NET like architectures) for visual inpainting. In fact, the
difference among solutions and their performance in some cases was only due
to hyperparameter or subtle changes in the overall architecture of the models.
This finding seems to suggest that a promising line of future research is that
of the automatic construction of deep learning models (AutoDL) [10]. That is,
methods that automatically can determine the architecture and hyperparameters
of a model given a specific task. This is in fact a growing area not only in terms
of academic research but of industrial importance.
• Feasibility of the approached tasks and potential impact. The quantitative,
but mainly the qualitative performance of solutions evidences the feasibility of
the approached task: for the three proposed tracks, top ranked solutions represent
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satisfactory solutions that could be put in practice in short time. In this sense, the
challenge was successful in providing academically challenging problems, but
also in organizing tracks around problems of practical relevance. What is more,
solutions are based on what can be considered domain public knowledge. This
will surely motivate other researchers and practitioners to approach similar tasks.
• Quality and quantity on newly released datasets. As previously mentioned,
a major contribution of the organization of the inpainting challenge lies in the
resources being generated. We provided novel datasets, associated to realistic
scenarios with a large potential of application. The released datasets are now
public and comprise the largest resources to date in their corresponding application. We foresee these datasets will be decisive in the progress of the field in the
forthcoming years. Likewise, we think that a promising line of research has to do
with the generation of resources for visual inpainting, including novel ways of
labeling huge amounts of data.
• Evaluation metric/loss function. Although we have used SSIM as structural
similarity metric, the qualitative results show such a metric is not sufficient to
evaluate realistic inpainting and perceptions. Training a network with SSIM or
VGG-based perceptual loss can not guarantee a realistic inpainting to the unseen
test data. This can be an interesting and important research topic in the future.
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U-Finger: Multi-Scale Dilated
Convolutional Network for Fingerprint
Image Denoising and Inpainting
Ramakrishna Prabhu, Xiaojing Yu, Zhangyang Wang, Ding Liu,
and Anxiao (Andrew) Jiang

1 Introduction
Fingerprints are widely adopted biometric patterns in forensics applications, thanks
to the growing prevalence of fingerprint sensors in daily life. The retrieval and
verification of fingerprints collected in the wild, however, are often negatively
impacted by poor image quality. For example, the quality of fingerprint images
can easily get degraded by skin dryness, wetness, wound and other types of
noise. As another example, the failure of sensors will also introduce unclear or
missing local fingerprint regions, which calls for completion/inpainting. In order
to ease verification carried out either by humans or existing third party software, a
preprocessing step of fingerprint image restoration and enhancement has shown its
practical necessity.
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [1] have brought unprecedented success
in many computer vision tasks, including some recent works addressing fingerprint
extraction and analysis [2, 3]. On the other hand, fingerprint restoration and
enhancement have been traditionally studied using classical example-based and
regression methods [4–7]. With lots of success of deep learning-based natural image
denoising/inpainting/super resolution [8–12], the recent ECCV 2018 ChaLearn
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competition1 has started to motivate researchers to develop deep learning algorithms
that can restore fingerprint images that contain artifacts such as noise, scratches
[13, 14], etc. to improve the performance of subsequent operations like fingerprint
verification that are typically applied to such images.

2 Dataset and Technical Challenges
Our work is based on the large-scale synthesized dataset of realistic artificial
fingerprints, released by the ECCV 2018 ChaLearn competition organizers. They
generated fingerprint images by first creating synthetic fingerprints, then degrading
them with a (unknown) distortion model that will in general introduce multifold artifacts. They then overplayed the degraded fingerprints on top of various
backgrounds to simulate the practical locations (such as walls, skins) to find
fingerprints. The resulting images are typical of what law enforcement agents have
to deal with. They provided a training set consisting of such original and distorted
image pairs. The developed algorithms are to be tested on another non-overlapping
set of distorted images, whose results will be compared against the hold-out set of
corresponding original images. Developed algorithms will be evaluated based on
reconstruction performance (PSNR and SSIM).
As a specific instance of learning-based image restoration, we point out a few
challenges that the fingerprint image restoration task is uniquely faced with:
• Complicated mixed degradation types: the distorted images are original images
added with (unknown amounts of) blur, brightness, contrast, elastic transformation, occlusion, scratch, resolution, rotation, and so on. The desired model should
thus have the general ability to overcome such complicated, mixed artifacts.
• Preserving fine-scale textures: different from natural images, fingerprint images
are composed of usually thin textures and edges, and it is critical to preserve
and keep them sharp during the restoration process for their reliable recognition/verification from those patterns.

3 The Proposed Model: U-Finger
Our proposed fingerprint denoising and inpainting model, termed U-Finger, adopts
the U-shaped deep denoiser proposed by Liu et al. [12]. As illustrated in Fig. 1a,
starting from the input noisy image, the network first passes the input through a
few cascaded feature encoding modules followed by the same number of feature
decoding modules. The output is optimized with the mean-square-error (MSE) loss
with regard to the ground-truth. This network conducts feature contraction and
1 http://chalearnlap.cvc.uab.es/dataset/32/description/.
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Fig. 1 (a) Overview of our adopted network. (b) Architecture of the feature encoding module.
(c) Architecture of the feature decoding module

expansion through downsampling and upsampling operations, respectively. Each
pair of downsampling and upsampling operations brings the feature representation
to a new spatial scale, so that the whole network can process information at
different scales. We chose three scales in this work. Such pairs of downsampling
and upsampling steps can be nested to build deeper networks, which, however, we
did not do because the fine-scale features in fingerprints cannot afford convolutions
that are too deep. The rich set of skip connections also helps information be passed
through and avoids severe loss when the network grows deeper.
Feature Encoding A feature encoding module is one convolutional layer plus one
residual block, as displayed Fig. 1b. Note that each convolutional layer is followed
by spatial batch normalization and a ReLU neuron. From top to down, the four
convolutional layers have 128, 32, 32 and 128 kernels of size 3 × 3, 1 × 1, 3 × 3 and
1 × 1, respectively.
Feature Decoding A feature decoding module is designed for fusing information
from two adjacent scales. Two fusion schemes are tested: (1) concatenation of
features from these two scales; (2) element-wise sum of them. Both were observed
to obtain similar denosing performance, and the first one was chosen by default. We
use a similar architecture as the feature encoding module except that the number of
kernels in the four convolutional layers are 256, 64, 64 and 256, as in Fig. 1c.
In our work, we generalize the original denosing framework in [12] to handle
more complicated mixed types of degradation. Notably, we replace the ordinary
convolutions used in [12] with the dilated convolutions [15], with a dilation factor
of 3. The dilated convolution was designed to systematically aggregate multiscale contextual information without losing resolution, and we find it particularly
better than ordinary convolutions in preserving fine fingerprint textural information
throughout the deep network. We also observe that the padding adopted by the
original model [12] had a negative effect to pass on the background noise in input
noisy images to the output results. While that effect was less noticeable for natural
images, it can degrade the (structurally simper) fingerprint image quality quite
obviously. We thus removed all paddings in our network.
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4 Experimental Results
We train our model for 1,500,000 iterations using the stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) solver with the batch size of eight. The input images are converted into
gray scale. The code has been publicly released.2 We compare the proposed UFinger model with the original base model in [12], as well as the base model with
padding removed, to show the progressive performance improvements obtained.
As can be seen from Table 1, removing padding has reduced the reconstruction
errors considerably on the validation set, and the final U-Finger model with
dilated convolutions has further-improved performance. Visual result examples
are also displayed in Fig. 2, while we observe that removing padding suppresses
most unwanted background artifacts without hurting fingerprint textures (since the
fingerprint is pre-known to locate in the central region), and dilated convolutions are
found to help preserve shaper and more consistent curvatures.
Our model achieves the overall ranking of No.2 in the ECCV 2018 Chalearn LAP
Inpainting Competition Track 3 (Fingerprint Denoising and Inpainting). Among all
participating teams, we obtain the MSE of 0.0231 (rank 2), PSNR 16.9688 dB (rank
2), and SSIM 0.8093 (rank 3) on the hold-out testing set.
Figure 3 displays an example of U-Finger inpainting the moderate loss of
fingerprint textures. Note that the inpaining is in a “blind” setting, i.e., the model
does not know the lost regions in advance. Even when the fingerprint loss gets more
severe, e.g., as in Fig. 4, U-Finger still produces impressive recovery.

Table 1 MSE, PSNR and SSIM results on validation set by ChaLearn challenge track 3
Base-model
Base-model without padding
U-Finger

MSE
0.029734
0.025813
0.023579

PSNR
15.8747
16.4782
16.8623

SSIM
0.77016
0.78892
0.80400

Fig. 2 (a) Original. (b) Base-model. (c) Base-model with no padding. (d) U-Finger. (e) Ground
truth
2 https://github.com/rgsl888/U-Finger-A-Fingerprint-Denosing-Network.
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Fig. 3 Moderate loss in fingerprint. (a) Original. (b) U-Finger. (c) Ground truth

Fig. 4 Severe loss in fingerprint. (a) Original. (b) U-Finger. (c) Ground truth

5 Conclusion and Future Work
We have proposed the U-Finger model for finger image restoration. The multi-scale
nested architecture with up-sampling and down-sampling modules proves to achieve
compelling balance between preserving fine texture and suppressing artifacts. The
usage of dilated convolutions and the removal of padding have further boosted the
performance. Our future work will include training with alternative loss functions
[16], as well as trying more densely connected modules.
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FPD-M-net: Fingerprint Image
Denoising and Inpainting Using M-net
Based Convolutional Neural Networks
Sukesh Adiga V and Jayanthi Sivaswamy

1 Introduction
Fingerprint is an impression left by friction ridges of a finger. Human fingerprints are
detailed, nearly unique, difficult to alter, and durable over the life of an individual,
making them suitable as long-term biometrics for identifying the uniqueness of an
individual. It plays an increasingly important role in security, to ensure privacy
and identity verification. Fingerprint-based authentication is ubiquitous in day to
day life. (Example: unlocking in smartphones, mobile payments, international
travel, accessing the restricted area, etc.) In forensic applications, the accuracy
of fingerprint retrieval and verification systems are critical. However, recovery of
fingerprints deposited on surfaces such as glass or metal or polished stone remains
challenging.
Fingerprints details can be degraded due to impression conditions such as
humidity, wet, dirty, skin dryness, and non-uniform contact with fingerprint capture
device [7]. This results in poor image quality, hence require a denoising fingerprint
information from the noise. In some cases, image can have missing regions due to
the failure of fingerprint sensors or wound in finger. It requires a filling or inpainting
from the neighbouring region. Overall, fingerprint image denoising and inpainting
can be seen as a preprocessing step to ease subsequent operations like fingerprint
authentication and verification carried out either by humans or existing system.
There are many methods for fingerprint enhancement in literature. Early efforts
were based on traditional image filtering methods with a directional median filter
[25], Wiener filter and anisotropic filter [4]. A partial differential equation [13] based
method was proposed for automated fingerprint reconstruction. Several methods use
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orientations information to enhance fingerprint quality. Hong et al. [5] use ridge
orientation and frequency information to improve the clarity of ridge and valley
structures in fingerprint image [18]. Feng et al. [3] and Yang et al. [27] proposed
a dictionary approach for orientation estimation to improve latent fingerprint.
Chen et al. [2] used multiscale dictionaries to handle a varying level of noise in
fingerprint image.
Recently, Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) have been successful in many
computer vision tasks such as segmentation, denoising, and inpainting. Some of
the recent works are explored using CNN for fingerprint extraction and analysis.
Sahasrabudhe et al. [15] use a deep belief network to learn features from greyscale
to clean fingerprint images. Cao et al. [1] pose latent orientation estimation as a
patch classification problem using CNN. Tang et al. [22] proposed a FingerNet,
based on deep convolutional network. It uses domain knowledge for fingerprint
minutiae extraction in noisy ridge patterns and complex background. The network
first segment the orientation field, then it enhances latent fingerprint to obtain
minutiae. Recently, Li et al. [9] developed a method based on FingerNet to
enhance the fingerprint images. Nguyen et al. [12] proposed a network called
MinutiaeNet, consists of course and fine network which does a fully automatic
minutiae extraction. Here, course network uses domain knowledge to enhance an
image and extract segmentation map to give candidate minutiae locations. Fine
network refines the candidate minutiae locations. Another interesting approach is
based on the generative network to improve fingerprint images. Svoboda et al. [21]
proposed a generative convolutional network to denoise and predict the missing
parts of the ridge pattern in latent fingerprint image.
Success of deep learning in dealing with inpainting and denoising [26] problems
has led to the ChaLearn competition1 [17] which focuses on the development of
a deep learning solution to restore fingerprint images from the degraded images.
In our work, we pose a given problem as segmenting fingerprint from the noisy
background and hence propose a solution using an architecture developed for object
segmentation.

2 Method
The distorted fingerprint images require denoising and inpainting for the restoration
of accurate ridges which helps in reliable authentication and verification. The image
consists of an object of interest (i.e., fingerprint) in a noisy or cluttered background.
The problem can be solved using segmentation of object (fingerprint) from the noisy
background. The M-net [11] does excellent segmentation, which forms motivation
for our work.

1 http://chalearnlap.cvc.uab.es/challenge/26/track/32/description/.
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Our aim is to denoise and inpaint the fingerprint images simultaneously using
a segmentation approach, where fingerprint information is foreground of interest
and other details are background. The filling of any missing information should
be possible with appropriate training, rather than explicit inpainting. The M-net
was proposed for 3D brain structure segmentation, where an initial block converts
3D information into a 2D image on which segmentation is performed. Further,
a categorical cross entropy loss function is used for segmentation. The 3D-to-2D
conversion block is redundant, hence dropped and the loss function is also changed
to suit the task at hand. The resulting architecture is called FPD-M-net. The details
of network architecture, training and loss function are described next.

2.1 FPD-M-net Architecture
The U-net [14] architecture is commonly used for tasks such as segmentation
or restoration. The M-net is modified U-net for better segmentation. It uses 3D
information for segmentation; hence a 3D-to-2D converter block is introduced. Mnet also has four pathways to have similar functionality as deep-supervision [8]. It
introduces two side paths (left and right leg) along with two main encoding and
decoding paths. The left leg path, downsample the input and given to corresponding
encoder layers. The right leg path, upsample the output of each of the decoding
layers to original size. The final layer combines the outputs of right leg and decoder
layer to give a final output.
Our FPD-M-net architecture is adapted from M-net [11]. It consists of a
Convolutional layer (CONV), maxpooling layer, upsampling layer, Dropout layer
[19], Batch Normalisation layer (BN) [6], and rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation
functions with encoder and decoder style of architecture as shown in Fig. 1.
Encoding layer consists of repeated two blocks of 3 × 3 CONV, BN, and ReLU.
16
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496x398
8

8
496x398
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32

3x3 CONV +
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64

64
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64
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Right
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COPY and
CONCATE

Fig. 1 The schematic representation of FPD-M-net architecture. Solid yellow boxes represent the
output of CONV-BN-ReLU block. Dashed boxes represent copied feature maps. The number of
feature maps is denoted on top of the box
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Between two blocks of CONV-BN-ReLU layer, a dropout layer (with probability
0.2) is included. Dropout layer prevents over-fitting, BN layer enables faster and
more stable training. The output of two blocks CONV-BN-ReLU are concatenated
and downsampled with a 2 × 2 maxpooling operation with stride 2. Decoder layer is
similar to encoder layer with one exception: maxpooling is replaced by upsampling
layer which helps to reconstruct an output image. The final layer is a 1 × 1
convolution layer with a sigmoid activation function which gives the reconstructed
output image.
Skip connections used in FPD-M-net are shown (with green arrows) in Fig. 1.
The skip connection between adjacent convolution filters, enables the network
to learn better features [20] and the skip connection from input-to-encoder (left
leg), encoder-to-decoder, and decoder-to-output (right leg) ensures that network has
sufficient information to drives fine grain details of fingerprint image. There are
some differences between FPD-M-net and M-net, which helped the task at hand.
Differences are as follows: (1) Conv-ReLU-BN blocks are replaced with Conv-BNReLU blocks as in BN paper [6] (See Sect. 3.2.2); (2) a combination of a per-pixel
loss and structure similarity loss are used for loss function as the ground-truth
fingerprint image is integer valued in the range [0, 255]; (3) in final layer, sigmoid
activation function instead of softmax activation to obtain output image, as our task
here is to reconstruct fingerprint image.

2.2 Training Details
Network is trained end-to-end with the pair of noisy/distorted and clean/groundtruth fingerprint image. Input and ground-truth images are padded with edge values
to suit the network and images are normalised to take values between [0,1]. The
size of input and ground truth images are 275 × 400 pixels. After padding, size of
images become 368 × 496. Padding is done so that output of the network effectively
sees the input image size of 275 × 400. In testing phase, distorted images are given
to FPD-M-net, to get a clean fingerprint image as output. The output images are
unpadded to match original size and compared against reference image.

2.3 Loss Function
The mean squared error (MSE), a reference-based metric and Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (PSNR) are popular error measures for reconstruction problems. In deep
learning, MSE is widely used as a loss function for many applications. However,
neither MSE nor PSNR correlates well with human perception of image quality.
Structure similarity index (SSIM) [23] is a reference-based metric that has been
developed for this purpose. The SSIM is measured at a fixed scale and may only be
appropriate for a certain range of image scales. A more advanced form of SSIM is
multi-scale structure similarity index (MS-SSIM) [24]. It preserves the structure and
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contrast in high-frequency regions better than other loss functions [28]. In addition
to choosing perceptually correlated metric, it is also of interest to preserve intensity
as ground-truth fingerprint image has real value. So we choose a combination of
per-pixel loss and MS-SSIM to define the loss function with weight δ, as shown:
L(θ ) = δ · LMS-SSIM (θ ) + (1 − δ) · Ll1 (θ )

(1)

where, Ll1 (θ ) is l1 loss and LMS-SSIM (θ ) is standard MS-SSIM loss. The weights
are set to δ = 0.85 as per [28] and MS-SSIM is computed over three scales.

3 Experiments and Results
3.1 Dataset and Parameters
Dataset used in our experiment is obtained with the Anguli: Synthetic Fingerprint
Generator software, provided by the Chalearn LAP Inpainting Competition Track
3.2 Dataset consists of a pair of degraded/distorted and ground-truth fingerprint
images. The distorted images are synthetically generated by first degrading fingerprints with a distortion model which introduces blur, brightness, contrast, elastic
transformation, occlusion, scratch, resolution, rotation and then overlaying fingerprints on top of various backgrounds. The dataset consists of training, validation
and test sets with a pair of degraded and ground-truth fingerprint images. It is
described in Table 1. The images are padded and normalised before training and
testing. Test set has no ground-truth and evaluation requires uploading the images
to the competition site to get a quantitative score.
The FPD-M-net was trained for 75 epochs for a week. A stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) optimiser was used to minimise the per-pixel loss and structure
similarity loss. The training parameters were: learning rate of 0.1; Nesterov
momentum was set to 0.75; decay rate was set at 0.00001; batch size was chosen
as 8. After 50 epochs learning rate was reduced to 0.01; Nesterov momentum
was increased to 0.95. Network parameters are presented in Table 2. Network was
implemented on an NVIDIA GTX 1080 GPU, with 12 GB of GPU RAM on a core
i7 processor. The entire architecture was implemented in Keras library using Theano
backend. Code of our method has been publicly released.3
Table 1 Fingerprint images
dataset

Dataset
Training
Validation
Test

2 http://chalearnlap.cvc.uab.es/dataset/32/description/.
3 https://github.com/adigasu/FDPMNet.
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Number of images
75,600
8400
8400
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Table 2 FPD-M-net training
parameters

Table 3 Quantitative
comparison of results of
FPD-M-net with U-net

Parameter
Learning rate
Nesterov momentum
Decay rate
Batch size
Set
Validation
Test

First 50 epoch
0.1
0.75
0.00001
8

Method
U-net
FPD-M-net
U-net
FPD-M-net

MSE
0.0286
0.0270
0.0284
0.0268

After 50 epoch
0.01
0.95
0.00001
8

PSNR
16.2122
16.5149
16.2466
16.5534

SSIM
0.8202
0.8255
0.8207
0.8261

Lower MSE and higher PSNR indicates superior quality
of image reconstruction whereas higher SSIM indicates
better structure similarity with respect to reference image,
which are highlighted in bold letter

3.2 Results and Performance Evaluation
The results of FPD-M-net were evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively. We
first compared it with U-net architecture using metrics such as PSNR, MSE. The
perceptual quality of results was evaluated using structural similarity (SSIM). Next,
we provide a performance comparison with other participants of Chalearn LAP
Inpainting Competition Track 3—Fingerprint Denoising and Inpainting, ECCV
2018. Finally, sample qualitative results are presented.

3.2.1

Performance Evaluation with U-net

The quantitative comparison of results of FPD-M-net is compared against U-net
(trained with the same setting as FPD-M-net). U-net was trained with the same
loss function with only encoder-to-decoder skip connection [14]. The denoising and
inpainting performance of fingerprint images are evaluated using PSNR, MSE and
SSIM metric. These results are presented in Table 3 for both validation and test
sets. Our method outperforms U-net in all metrics, which indicates additional skip
connections aid in achieving superior fingerprint restoration.

3.2.2

Ablation Experiments with Batch Normalisation

In order to assess effect of batch normalisation (BN) before and after the activation
function, two FPD-M-net networks were trained: one with BN after ReLU activation
(similar to M-net) and one with BN before ReLU activation. For convenience, BN
after and before ReLU activation network called as FPD-M-net-A and FPD-M-net-
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B, respectively. Both the networks were trained with the same settings as described
in Sect. 3.1. The quantitative results for validation and test set are presented in
Table 4. Results indicate that FPD-M-net-B is slightly better in PSNR and MSE
metric than FPD-M-net-A, whereas for SSIM, FPD-M-net-A has slightly better than
FPD-M-net-B. Since SSIM correlates well with human perception, so BN before
ReLU activation function is preferred in FPD-M-net.

3.2.3

Comparison with Others in Challenge

Fingerprint denoising and inpainting challenge was organised by Chalearn LAP
Inpainting Competition, ECCV 2018. The final quantitative results of competition
are presented in Table 5. The CVxTz and rgsl888 team also used a U-net [14] based
architecture, whereas hcilab team used a hierarchical deep learning approach [16].
The baseline network provided in competition is a standard deep neural network4
with residual blocks. The rgsl888 team uses a dilated convolutions compared to
CVxTz team. In our U-net implementation (Sect. 3.2.1), a combination of l1 and
MS-SSIM loss function is used whereas CVxTz and rgsl888 used l1 and l2 loss
function, respectively. The overall CVxTz team performs the best. It should be
noted that U-net network used by CVxTz team has almost double the network depth
as compared to our FPD-M-net and also used additional data augmentation. Our
method obtains 0.8261 (rank 2) in SSIM metric, which shows the effectiveness of
MS-SSIM in loss function.
Table 4 Quantitative comparison of FPD-M-net with BN before and after activation function
Set
Validation
Test

Method
FPD-M-net-B
FPD-M-net-A
FPD-M-net-B
FPD-M-net-A

MSE
0.0270
0.0277
0.0268
0.0275

PSNR
16.5149
16.4019
16.5534
16.4336

SSIM
0.8255
0.8265
0.8261
0.8270

Best results are highlighted with bold letter
Table 5 Performance of different methods in the challenge
Team
CVxTz
rgsl888
Sukeshadigav (FPD-M-net)
hcilab
Baseline

Rank
1.0000
2.3333
3.3333
3.3333
4.6666

MSE
0.0189 (1)
0.0231 (2)
0.0268 (4)
0.0238 (3)
0.0241 (5)

4 http://chalearnlap.cvc.uab.es/challenge/26/track/32/baseline/.
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PSNR
17.6968 (1)
16.9688 (2)
16.5534 (4)
16.6465 (3)
16.4109 (5)

SSIM
0.8427 (1)
0.8093 (3)
0.8261 (2)
0.8033 (4)
0.7965 (5)
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Qualitative Results

A qualitative comparison of fingerprint image denoising and inpainting can be done
with sample images from the test set which are shown in Fig. 2. Two moderately
distorted (Row 1 and 2) and two severely distorted fingerprint images (Row 3 and
4) and its corresponding results are shown. The weak fingerprints are successfully
recovered as shown in Row 1. Networks are robust to even strong background clutter

Fig. 2 Illustration of fingerprint denoising and inpainting results for varying distorted images.
From left to right: distorted fingerprints, corresponding ground-truth, results of U-net, our methods
FPD-M-net-A and FPD-M-net-B
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(Row 2). Automatic filling is seen to be successful in images in Row 3 and 4. Our
FPD-M-net method produces better results for severely distorted images (Row 4)
compared to U-net.
Qualitative Comparison with Real Fingerprint
Since images provided in the Challenge were synthetically generated it is of interest
to test the proposed architecture on real images also. The qualitative performance of
denoising and inpainting results on real images from three datasets: FVC2000 DB1,
DB2 and DB3 [10] are shown in Fig. 3. These datasets are captured by different
sensors having varying resolutions. DB1 images appear closer to synthetic dataset.
A sample image from DB1 (Row 1), DB2 (Row 2) and DB3 (Row 3) along with
outputs are shown in Fig. 3. The FPD-M-net methods produce the better result for
DB1 image compared to U-net. In case of a DB2 image, portions fingerprint are
missing in top and left part of the image. Some artefact is also seen in all the results
in top right of the image. Apart from these defects, all methods perform fairly well.
In case of a DB3 image, all results exhibit some loss of information, unlike FPD-

Fig. 3 Sample results of fingerprint denoising and inpainting on real images. From left to right:
distorted fingerprints, results of U-net, our methods FPD-M-net-A and FPD-M-net-B
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M-net-B which however has some distortion (in the lower part). The difference in
the results of testing on synthetic versus real images could be due to a number of
factors including variation in acquisition (sensors and resolutions) which affect the
width of ridges.

4 Conclusion
In this work, we presented an FPD-M-net model for fingerprint denoising and
inpainting using a pair of synthetic data. The segmentation based architecture
is shown to handle both denoising and inpainting of fingerprint images, simultaneously. It outperforms the U-net, and baseline model which is given in the
competition. Our model is robust to strong background clutter, weak signal and
performs automatic filling effectively. Perceptual results for both qualitatively and
quantitatively indicate the effectiveness of the MS-SSIM loss function. Results for
images acquired with different sensors suggest the need for sensor-specific training
for better results.
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Iterative Application of Autoencoders for
Video Inpainting and Fingerprint
Denoising
Le Manh Quan and Yong-Guk Kim

1 Introduction
Image inpainting plays an important role for the image restoration task. It can
be used in many applications and has also useful preprocessing steps for other
applications. Image inpainting helps to recover the missing pixel values of images
and videos or removes unwanted information, even sophisticated pattern-like
objects.
Video inpainting is in principle similar to image inpainting, but video inpainting
is method oriented as a sequence of images. However, there are some important
differences between image inpainting and video inpainting. In image inpainting the
missing parts are usually covered by the relationships with surrounding pixels in
the isolated image. So in order to seperate the non-given missing region with other
region in the image requires an algorithm to have an understanding the relation
between those regions in the image and find the unrelated one, which is not simple
for the single image. However, in the video inpainting, sequences of images with
the same details are reproduced over multiple frames, so missing region can be
easily identified and separated from other regions through the frames. Commonly,
the regions that need to be recovered or filled in video are much larger and more
complex, typically that have some associated stochasticity textures compared to a
single image. It is important to clarify that it is not simple to apply the algorithm
of image inpainting to video inpainting and vice versa. The key point of image
inpainting considers only to spatial information and completely ignores the temporal
component that presented in video sequences. Meanwhile, the missing region
searching method in video inpainting will not accurate in image inpainting. In this
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work, we proposed the iterative approach using learning based method that could
apply for both video inpainting and image inpainting with a high accuracy.
Besides its wide use, image inpainting is still facing many challenges. For
example, the unknown region to fill and the region to recover is too large compared
to images, or due to the complexity of a high dimension image, the texture patterns
make the filled region unrealistic and blurred. Historical approaches, such as texture
based [5, 10] method utilizing neighboring pixels, search based method by finding
the region then approximating the region in the same given image [4], or searching
from the database [8] to fill the missing parts were working well with many cases,
but problems exist when images consist of complex pattern spaces like natural
images.

2 Related Work
There are several ways to categorize the image inpainting. However based on
the approach of the method, the extensive literature on image inpainting can be
grouped into three categories: patch-based inpainting, sparsity inpainting and model
based inpainting (learning based). Recently, the model based approach becomes
popular and gives promising results. Given that deep neural networks have been
applied to many fields in image processing and computer vision area, network based
method shows the remarkable performance in many applications, such as object
detection and classification [6, 13], image super-resolution [3, 14, 15], and etc. In
image inpainting [1, 2, 11, 12, 16, 17, 19–22], deep neural network approach makes
images more realistic and natural. Combining sparse coding and deep networks
with an autoencoder denoising technique, [19] worked in image denoising and
blind images inpainting task, remove complex patterns, like superimposed text from
an image automatically. Yang [21] proposed a multi-scale neural path synthetic
method which shown promising results in high-resolution images by using two
trained networks for evaluating holistic content and for minimizing the local texture
loss. In [17], Pathak published the context encoder method, closely related to
the auto-encoder and used the convolution neural network with its surrounding
relation to predict the missing region. Burlin [1] and Demir in [2] proposed some
methods using Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [7] framework into image
inpainting and showed considerable improvements on challenging public datasets
(CIFAR10, ImageNet and Paris Street View). However, these studies tried to find
out which neural network model fits best to the dataset and resolve the image
inpainting problem by presenting the single best model or two pipelines with a
single neural network model on each pipeline. Most researchers worked on how
to develop the network model structure by changing the number of layers, making
a new function of layers,and preventing over fitting problems. They worked to
invent the best model that can apply to several cases, since the complex operation
computation and numerous parameters of each network (GoogleNet employ 5
million parameters, AlexNet with 60 million parameters and VGGNet approximate
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180 million parameters) causes the black box, and it is difficult for authors to give
the specific functioning of each layer’s insights on each structure. Also, using the
single network approach has faced limitations such as, finding the best-fit network
for each dataset, re-training the whole process with a new network, and hard
work for changing the number of layers and creating the new layers for network.
Switching to a new sequential network has some advantages: utilizing the features
of images by bringing different feature to the networks through each stage, network
runs well with the combination of some well-known networks, a reusable the
pre-trained model when stages are the same and training network stages are wellmannered so easy and flexible to change or modify the model (Fig. 1).
The term inpainting was started from art restoration. Art restoration is the process
of recovering the damaged artwork, searching for a goal of making it look like the
original work. This process requires a lot of works as well as a deep understanding
of every detail of the given artwork. Normally, to recover a damaged image, it takes
a lot of time and needs a lot of people involved to recover and verify. Our work
was inspired by traditional painting restoration where the work should be done with
a step by step process, rather than by one-shot inpainting. In this work, we will
propose the new application for image inpainting, using multiple neural networks
or an autoencoders in a single pipeline to solve the inpainting problem with the
following contributions:
• We propose a new architecture for image inpainting. Instead of trying to solve
the inpainting problem using a single deep neural network or an autoencoder at
once, our method adopts an iterative approach by utilizing multiple autoencoders
or multiple neural networks for image inpainting. It is believed that reusing an
autoencoder in a sequential manner is a more natural way to restore the original
image through several steps, rather than carrying out it at once.

Fig. 1 Old painting restoration
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• Applying our approach with a baseline neural network in two challenges: Video
Decaptioning (track-2) and Fingerprint Denoising and Inpainting (track-3) of
Image Inpainting workshop, we achieved promising results (second in track-2
and third in track-3) (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 The overview of our
proposed method
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3 Method Description
Autoencoders and the Iterative Approach Autoencoder is one of the traditional
neural networks and it can be applied to solve both the supervised learning problems
as well as unsupervised learning problems. It consists two parts: encoder part and
decoder part (Figs. 3 and 4).
Encoder With input x, through the hidden layers Ehidden with the weight W and
bias b, we received the output form as a mapping followed by a function f :
f{W,b} (x) = Ehidden (W x + b)
{conv, conv, batchN orm}

{Input}

128

256

512
256 256
128

3

{Stage1out }

64

256 256
128
128

(1)

128

3 {Stage2out }

128

64
one stage

Fig. 3 Video decaptioning architecture including 2 stages

(32, 1, 9)

(64, 32, 3)

Residual Block

(32, 1, 9)

(64, 32, 3)

DeConv, batchN orm

5xRB(128, 128, 3)

(128, 64, 3)

(64, 128, 3)

(32, 64, 3)

Residual Block

(3, 32, 9)
Conv, batchN orm

{Input}

{Stage1out }

{Stage2out }
5xRB(64, 64, 3)

5 Stages N etworks(3 − 7)

20xRB(64, 64, 3)

(32, 1, 9)

(64, 32, 3)

{Stage7out }

{Stage8out }

Fig. 4 Fingerprint verification—image inpainting architecture including 8 stages, each stage has
different network (stages 3 and 8 have the same network architecture)-RB is notation of Residual
Block
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Decoder Then, the result of the encoder is mapped back through the hidden layers
Dhidden with weight W and bias b to reconstruct the final result with the same
dimension as the input x, follow by a function g:
g{W  ,b } (x) = Dhidden (W  .f{W,b} (x) + b )

(2)

Normally the final result z = g(x) will never be the same as input x, so to
evaluate the performance we use the Mean Squared Error (MSE) which less value
of MSE means a better result of z and more similar with input x.
1
||z − x||2
n
n

MSE =

(3)

1

However, using MSE for evaluating the image is typically used but two additional
measures, i.e. Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio and DSSIM (Structure similarity) index
are adopted to improve on the traditional methods such as PSNR and MSE.
Our iterative approach consists of several stages, and each stage contains one
full Autoencoder network and one examination step. The input could be images
or videos for which we competed in two different tracks within the inpainting
challenge. The input was put into the first autoencoder network without any
examination. The role of examination is to test if the output shows any better
performance compared to the previous stage. The output from the initial stage then
becomes the input of the second stage. The examination step will ask if the result is
better or not, if better we keep the same autoencoder architecture to the next stages,
otherwise we change the number of it.
The purpose of changing the autoencoder architecture in difference stages is
getting the different feature images which the single autoencoders could not work.
In this approach, we showed that the features of the image could be all exploited by
making a few changes in the old neural network. Instead of the output given after
the single network, we will receive the final output after nth stage, which n is the
number of total stages and not determined. Our proposed method has advantages
and disadvantages. Because the methods use several stages independently to train
and test so we face to time consumption problem at the first training. However if
we work with the light weight networks in several stages, we still get the faster
result compared to the method using massive depth layers architecture. Besides
that, our method gives several big advantages, such as better accuracy, lower loss
after several stages, a well-mannered stage by correcting the process and choosing
the better affection networks after each stage, and reusing the pre-trained model if
stages are same.
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In this work, we use the residual block and VGG-like encoder with bottle neck
layers that had been provided in baseline to put input dataset as X (videos for track-2
and images for track-3) into our initial stage.
Residual Block In finger inpainting, consider the single image x0 passes through
the autoencoder network to give the output which presented by F = g{W  ,b } (x)
in (2). The autoencoders comprise ith layers which implemented by non-linear
transform Fi , Fi can be composed by the operations of Convolution(conv), Relu,
Pooling and Batch normalization. However, when the depth of the network comes
deeper then a degradation problem has been exposed, accuracy gets saturated and
then degrades rapidly. To handle that problem in each Autoencoders we add l
number of Resnet block (RB). We denote xl is the output of RBth, each RB adds
the skip-connection by passing the non-linear transformations which presented by:
xl = RBl (xl−1 ) + xl−1

(4)

When we change the stage, we focus on changing the number of residual block
to get the better effect on networks converging with less degradation problem.
Bottleneck Layer In video inpainting, the input is video with 125 frames 128×128
pixels. The computation time is big and should be considered carefully. In [9, 18]
noted that using the bottle neck layers could reduce the input of feature maps, thus
improving the computational efficiency. In the VGG-like autoencoders architecture,
the bottleneck layers could have a size much less than last size of the last layer in
the encoder part and first layer in the decoder part. The bottleneck layer could be
a single dimension layer or multiple dimension layer but the size should be small.
In this work we use the bottle neck layer of 512×1×1 in stage 1 and increase one
more on the second stage.
The iterative approach considers the input X is the set of images or videos x. We
put the input x to the initial stage with model architecture M. After the n stages and
n is not determined, we receive the output Y. The output function Y is mapped with
the same dimension of input x and presented by non-linear transform:
Y1 (x) = M1 (x)X(x)
Y2 (x) = M2 (x)Y1 (x)
...
Yn (x) = Mn (x)Yn−1 (x)
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Table 1 Our result over 8 stages on fingerprint verification (Track-03). Best results are bolded
Stage 01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
MSE
0.0252 0.0244 0.0243 0.0242 0.02415 0.02413 0.02411 0.0238
PSNR 16.404 16.550 16.561 16.575 16.590
16.593
16.597
16.647
SSIM
0.8006 0.8008 0.8027 0.8039 0.8039
0.8037
0.8034
0.8033

Table 2 Our result over 2
stages on video decaptioning
(Track-02). Best results are
bolded

Stage
MSE
PSNR
SSIM

01
0.0014
31.204
0.0482

02
0.0012
33.023
0.0424

The composite of network with n stages is the product of all individual operations
in each stage.
Y (x) = M1 (x)M2 (x)M3 (x) . . . Mn (x)X(x)

(6)

To measure performance of our model, Mean Square Error (MSE) is adopted to
optimize the loss, and each measurement is the composite function of n stage:
MSE = MSE(Ygroundtruth − Mn (. . . (M0 (X(x)) . . .))

(7)

The question is to be how we can determine n and Mi . We could find these
through experience with many stages on a single pipeline. One small trick to find
M is that we can reuse the same network in difference stages if we find the loss
decreasing over the stages and when the loss stops decreasing, then we can change
to the other network by slightly changing the number of layers and parameters. We
can also save the training time of different stages by using a pre-trained model from
previous stages. To make our network becomes more autonomous and run without
the human intervention, we can design a switcher function of each stage. The role
of the switcher is to compare the output from the current stage to the previous one.
If the output is getting better, then the switcher will keep the network, otherwise the
switcher will ask to change the network. The changing layer can be random in a
range of [a, b], which a, b is the nature number and less than 20 layers. Because in
our experiment, we decided to change the number of layers to less than 20 layers to
make the new network architecture light weight and not meet the time consumption
problem (Tables 1 and 2).
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4 Experiments
We applied our approach to two challenges of ChaLearn Challenges on Image and
Video Inpainting ECCV satellite 2018: Video decaptioning (track-2) and Inpainting
and denoising for fingerprint verification (track-3). In both tracks, we used the
baseline network for the first stage of our pipeline.
Track no.
Track 2-ours
Baseline
Track 3-ours
Baseline

MSE
0.0012
0.0022
0.0238
0.0241

PSNR
33.0228
30.1856
16.6465
16.4109

DSSIM
0.0424
0.0613
0.8033
0.7965

Video decaptioning: The dataset consists of 90,000 video clips and each clip has
125 frames having 128×128 pixels. 70% of the dataset were used for training, 15%
for evaluation and 15% for testing, respectively. Within the dataset, video content,
style and resolution and various font transformation and subtitles overlays are
different. The subtitle regions are often large compared to the entire frame images.
To remove the subtitle, initially we need to define where is the region of the subtitles
but sometimes it can be confused by running text content inside the a given video.
The baseline was acquired using a deep convolution autoencoder with a VGG-like
encoder. Each decoder consists of four blocks functions: convolution, upsampling,
batch normalization and ReLu activations. For the second stage, to change the stage
slightly, we increased one bottle neck layer and decreased one block of the decoder.
However, because the time for training with the present huge dataset was increased
exponentially, we could not test our approach with more stages. And yet, by utilizing
2 stages only, we achieved a decent result, i.e. 0.0011 in MSE compared to the
baseline, 0.0022.
Inpainting and denoising for fingerprint verification: This dataset consists of
three sub-sets: synthetic training set, synthetic test set and real test set. Synthetic
training set contains 84,000 images with 275×400 pixels free-noise or scratches,
but 84,000 images were generated by applying random artifacts. Synthetic test
set contains 16,800 images and the process to generate them is similar to that
for the training set case. Finally, the real test set contains 1680 images including
140 fingerprints with 12 impressions using the high quality scan condition. The
challenge for this dataset is that although the quantity is not very big, the finger print
pattern is very complicated. Since MSE, PSNR and DSSIM are used to evaluate the
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recovered finger pattern, but we do not know if this pattern unique id is changed or
not. In reality, the id could be more important than the quality of the images. For
the baseline, a standard deep neural network (DNN), consisting of four convolution
layers, five residual blocks [9] (each block comprises two convolution layers), two
deconvolution layers, and another convolution layer, was used. We trained the first
stage with a baseline within 200,000 iterations and slightly changed the number of
residual blocks for the next stages. In this experiment, 8 stages network was used.
Based on the performance after the first 7 stages, it is found that when the residual
blocks number was 18 layers, then the network performs most efficiently among
7 stages. Then we reused that network at stage eighth. With 8 stages network, our
proposed method achieved the better result, 0.0238 MSE compare to the baseline,
0.0241.

5 Conclusion
Inpainting and denoising are a new research topic which is interesting and very
challenging. Given that autoencoder is a useful and powerful network block, we
propose a new iterative approach in dealing with these problems. We successfully
apply this approach for two challenge tracks: video inpainting and fingerprint
denoising. Since art restoration process is similar to that of inpainting in principle,
it makes sense to adopt an iterative approach to solve the problem.The restoration
of old painting is a very hard and time-consuming job simply because the restorer
has to master sophisticated painting skills as well as shall have historic knowledge
for the painting. It is also known that when one plans to restore a damaged painting,
he usually carries out restoration through several laborious steps rather than at once,
i.e. the iterative approach. Despite the fact that a deep neural network or a sparse
autoencoder stacked in such network is a powerful tool by which someone wishes
to accomplish inpainting without necessary processes, our proposed approach is
somehow akin to the authentic way of restoring precious old paintings.
Acknowledgements This research was supported by the MSIP (Ministry of Science, ICT and
Future Planning), Korea, under the ITRC (Information Technology Research Center) support
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Appendix
Our code is available online (Tables 3 and 4).1

1 The

code of 2 tracks:
Track 2: https://github.com/quan6791/Track02_VideoDecaptioning.
Track 3: https://github.com/quan6791/Track03_FingerPrintVerification.
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Table 4 Our result over 8 stages on fingerprint verification images (Track-03)
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Video DeCaptioning Using U-Net with
Stacked Dilated Convolutional Layers
Shivansh Mundra, Arnav Kumar Jain, and Sayan Sinha

1 Introduction
Videos often have captions embedded into them such that one is unable to turn them
off when not required. Although it is more comfortable viewing the video without
the captions, there is hardly any way out. Video decaptioning aims to solve the
task of replacing the text overlays in frames with semantic coherent regions. In this
work, we explore the application of state-of-the-art computer vision algorithms to
address this challenge in an automated fashion. The task requires first finding the
region with captions and then predicting the high-level context, hence making it
significantly more difficult when compared to classical image or video inpainting
methods. However, decaptioning becomes increasingly more difficult, when the
subtitles cover most of the parts of the frame and are of different size, font and
colours.
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Video decaptioning can be seen analogous to the task of image inpainting. Image
inpainting is referred to filling of missing holes with pixel values harmonious with
the context. The major difference between the two tasks is that for decaptioning
there is an additional work to first find the textual region. For text detection, methods
are typically either connected component-based (CC-based) [1] or texture based
[2, 3]. The CC-based methods can extract text efficiently, but have difficulties when
text touches itself or other graphical objects, which may happen in digital video
since text is often embedded in complex backgrounds. Jain and Bhattacharjee [3]
presents a text extraction system that treats text as a distinctive texture and uses
unsupervised clustering to classify each pixel as text or non-text. However, in video
frames, natural scenes like the leaves of a tree or grass in a field have textures similar
to text, and in the feature space, text and non text often overlap. Thus, traditional
inpainting methods may not work well as finding the text regions are difficult.
Moreover, the traditional methods often fail in capturing the high level semantics
of the scene. This is because they tend to find matching patches from unmasked
regions.
Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks [4] have advanced the performance
of various tasks in Computer Vision [5–7]. Initial deep learning methods, used
L2 loss on the reconstructed pixel values. The models trained on Mean Squared
Error (MSE) loss are unable to capture high texture details of the scene, as they are
trained on pixel-wise differences. Also, the reconstructions are found to be blurry.
To solve this, adversarial loss [5, 6] have been widely used, where a discriminator is
trained simultaneously to distinguish between real and inpainted images, aiding in
sharper outputs. Also, Johnson et al.[8] took euclidean distance between the features
extracted from a VGG19 [9] network to yield perceptually better results.
In this work, we propose an end-to-end training method for the purpose of video
decaptioning. Our purpose of video decaptioning has been broken down such that
we try to focus on the regeneration of the entire image from the input, sans the
captions. An encoder-decoder network suits our case the most. The main idea lies
in the fact that an encoder-decoder model supplements the common contracting
network by successive layers, where pooling operators are replaced by up-sampling
operators. Hence, these layers help in increasing the resolution. We use an U-Net
based architecture, which have the following advantages: (1) U-net is symmetric,
(2) different image sizes can be used as input because there is no dense layer, and
(3) the skip connections help to combine general information with localization and
context.
Notably, Convolutional network based methods are found to create boundary artifacts, distorted structures and blurry structures inconsistent with surrounding areas.
It is likely due to the ineffectiveness of CNNs in modelling long-term correlations
between distant contextual information and the hole regions. For example, to allow
a pixel being influenced by the content of 64 pixels away, it requires at least 6 layers
of 3 Œ 3 convolutions with dilation factor of 2 or equivalent factor [10, 11]. To tackle
the issue of recovering complex image semantics and structures, we propose to use
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dilated convolutions in the encoder. Dilated Convolutions expand the receptive fields
of the convolutions by dilating the convolution kernels. The architecture is based on
the fact that dilated convolutions support the exponential expansion of the receptive
field without loss of resolution or coverage. Moreover, for perceptually pleasing
outputs, we further trained our model to minimize distance between the features
from a pre-trained VGG19 [9] network.

2 Related Work
Initially, major works of inpainting could be categorized into three verticals. In the
works of Hirani and Totsuka [12], frequency and spatial domain information are
blended to fill in a given region with a selected texture. Dis occlusion was another
popular method introduced by Nitzberg et al. [13]. It can be seen that non-learning
approaches to image inpainting rely on propagating appearance information from
neighbouring pixels to the target region. They are specific to image sets and can be
used to fill in only small gaps.
Computer vision has made tremendous progress on semantic image understanding tasks such as classification [14], video summarization [7, 15] and segmentation
[16] in the past decade. Conventional Sparse coding methods [17] were sensitive to
image orientation and environment and couldn’t be generalized into cross domain
works. Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), have greatly advanced
the performance in these tasks. The success of such models on image classification
paved the way to tackle harder problems, including unsupervised understanding and
generation of natural images. More recent methods typically initialize the gaps with
values such as a constant or mean pixel value after which the resultant is passed
through a deep CNN network. In our paper, such an effort is not required as the
captions are atop the image and are to be fed directly. Pathak et al. [5] first introduced
the concept of image inpainting using an encoder-decoder network with adversarial
losses.
Recent works based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [18], like [19,
20] have shown convincing results in patch based inpainting. They used GANs in
two contexts, one global discriminator and the other one is a local discriminator.
But GAN based methods often fail when it comes to inpainting on dataset with
diverse classes. Hence these methods couldn’t be directly applied in the task of
decaptioning. However, Ledig et al. [6] showed that GAN can produce more visually
sharper and pleasing images where they used the loss of discriminator to produce
sharper results.
Xie et al. [21] has shown that Auto Encoder-Decoder based methods have
produced good results in image denoising and image inpainting tasks. Also, this
work has shown that the shape of the mask (a region that needs to inpainted) is not
required to be given as input to the model. They directly take the corrupted frame
and output the reconstructed images. We follow this paradigm as the region with
subtitles can occupy different areas in frames.
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Feature Learning methods such as [5] have shown good results on highresolution images where a large section of an image was needed to be inpainted.
They have trained on reconstruction and adversarial losses which resulted in real
looking images and closer to manually inpainted image. One good advantage of
learning features is to understand it’s semantics which is essential for unsupervised
inpainting.

3 Proposed Method
3.1 Architecture
3.1.1

UNet

U-net [16] is a popular encoder-decoder network, which were first used for the task
of bio medical image segmentation. Since then, they have produced state-of-the-art
in a wide variety of computer vision tasks like image super-resolution, semantic
segmentation and image inpainting. In our case, the encoder takes the captioned
frame as input and converts it into a feature representation, which is feed-forwarded
through the decoder to get the decaptioned frame.
The input frame is passed through blocks of convolutions followed by maxpool
downsampling layers to encode the input image into a latent representation. The
purpose of contraction is to capture the context in the input frame. Our encoder
is inspired from pix2pix [10] which were used for the task of image-to-image
translation. The network consists of five convolutional blocks and each max pooling
layer reduces the spatial dimension by two with an increase in the channel length
by the same factor. The part of the network between the encoder and decoder is
called bottleneck layer. This layer consists of two convolutional layers with batch
normalization [22] and dropout.
The latent representation is then passed through the decoder to get the output
frame. The decoder network consists of regular convolution operations clubbed
with up sampling and concatenation. Up sampling, also called as convolutions
with fractional strides, results in higher resolution at each step. There are skipconnections between the symmetrical layers of encoder and decoder i.e. the high
resolution features from encoder are concatenated with the up sampled features in
decoder. This encourages precise localization combined with contextual information
aiding in better reconstructions.

3.1.2

Dilated Convolutions

Dilated convolutions, also known as atrous convolutions, have been explored
widely in the computer vision tasks like semantic segmentation, object detection
and machine translation. The main idea is to improve the receptive field of the
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convolutions. This is achieved by exponentially expanding the receptive field
without losing resolution as well as coverage i.e. kernel weights are expanded by
a dilation factor. An increase in dilation factor makes the kernel more sparse with
an increase in the kernel size. Dilated convolutions can be defined as,

(F ∗l k)(p) =
F (s)k(t),
(1)
s+lt=p

where ∗l is referred as l-dilated convolution. Moreover, we define dilated convolutions to have exponentially expanding receptive field, as discussed in the original
paper. In our case, we replaced the convolution layers in encoder with dilated
convolutions.

3.1.3

Residual Skip Connections

Deep networks are often difficult to train. In fact, a deeper network might not
perform better than its shallower counterpart. Gradients get stalled, and the error
is larger. In order to make it easy to train such networks and to get over the issue of
vanishing gradient, we incorporated residual skip connections [23]. In our case, we
apply residual skip connections in the bottleneck layer.

3.2 Loss Functions
3.2.1

Mean Squared Error Loss

Pixel-wise Mean Squared Error (MSE) loss, also called as L2 is the most widely
used optimization target in various similar tasks like image inpainting [5] and image
super resolution [6]. The L2 helps to capture the structure and coherence of the
context frame. It is calculated as:
lMSE =

W H
1  d
(Ii,j − Ii,j )2 ,
WH

(2)

i=1 j =1

where I d denotes the decaptioned output from the model, W and H denote the
dimensions of the image.

3.2.2

VGG Based Perceptual Loss

Networks trained with L2 result in overly smooth reconstructions and have visually
unpleasing high frequency content. Perceptual loss is a feature reconstruction loss
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defined by deep neural networks [8]. It guides neural models to generate images
visually similar to their corresponding targets (e.g., ground truth) and has been
widely utilized in style transfer [24]. We used VGG19 [9] network to extract middlelevel features of both generated frame and ground truth frame and then took pixel
wise reconstruction loss on both of them. The perceptual loss is defined as
V GG/i,j
li,j

Wi,j Hi,j


1
d
=
(φi,j (Ix,y
) − φi,j (Ix,y ))2 ,
Wi,j Hi,j

(3)

x=1 y=1

where φi,j indicates the feature map obtained by the j th convolution (after
activation) before the ith max pooling layer within the VGG19 network. Wi,j and
Hi,j denote the width and height of the feature maps outputs (Figs. 1, 2 and 3).
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from each
video
Video
consisting of
25 frames

Each frame is
individually
sent to model

Output
frames

Decaptioning
Model

128*128 images

Input Image
128x128

Output Image
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Fig. 1 Training work flow
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Fig. 2 Model architecture
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Fig. 3 Left: test case 1 and right: test case 2

4 Results
As explained above, our model was trained on MSE (pixel wise reconstruction)
Loss and fine tuned our model on VGG feature loss. In this training procedure,
we used Adam Optimizer [25] while decreasing learning rate by a factor of 10 in
fine tuning. As you can see in above images from the test case, there is very little
difference visible between images generated by adding dilated convolution layers
because the resolution of the data set provided in the challenge, but we can see
difference in the losses computed. We have kept residual connections in both the
part of our experimentation. In our testing pipeline, we used a pre-trained model
provided by organizers as a part of the baseline. First, the image was divided into
16 equal parts, and each part was fed to a pretrained model to check if there was
text overlay in the corresponding image. If there was text overlay in the part, it was
replaced by a similar part from the predicted image from the model. If the score of
text classification was below a threshold score, it was replaced by the corresponding
region from the input image. This process was similar to Poisson Blending [26]. Our
method took lesser time to reach optimal minimal compared to GAN based methods
as there were no generator and discriminator trying to optimize simultaneously by
min-max strategy. Also, our solution doesn’t require a binary mask for inpainting
hence decreasing inference time. Our method took approximately 5 s to generate a
decaptioned video.
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Fig. 4 MSE loss vs iterations
Table 1 Results
Method
Baseline
U-Net without dilation
U-Net with dilations

MSE loss
0.0022
0.014
0.0012

PSNR loss
30.1856
32.850
32.1713

DSSIM loss
0.0613
0.0511
0.0482

As this was the first attempt in the field of video decaptioning, there weren’t many
baselines we could refer to. Hence we had shown a comparison with Baseline and
our model without dilated convolution. With this approach we came 2nd in training
phase and 4th in test phase of Chalearn Video Decaptioning Challenge (Fig. 4 and
Table 1).

5 Conclusion
From our experience in this competition, we came to following conclusion in the
task of Video Decaptioning and related problem statements:
• Simple Auto Encoder-Decoder based solution is not good when it comes to noise
removal from a large section as the model is generating the image from just
encoded latent representation.
• Hence we need a model which have incorporated image semantics in the part
of encoding and can be used while generating a decaptioned image. U-Net
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based model was proven a good choice in the related field as it included skip
connections between symmetric layers in the encoder-decoder part.
As we needed to capture end to end semantics in the image to get the global feature, we used stacked dilated convolution layer to incorporate global semantics
in the encoding part. Here noise removal was to be done considering generated
image was supposed to look real and dilated convolution layers were useful to
that.
Simple Encoder Decoder architecture generally decrease the sharpness and
resolution in the image generated; residual connections were added to improve
sharpness. Although the advantage of adding residual connection was not adding
significant difference, but it could increase resolution and the visual appearance
by a significant margin when it comes to high-resolution data set.
We did not extract explicit mask for the region of text removal as the encoderdecoder model implicitly learns it.
We didn’t explore the effect of temporal dimension in the process of video
denoising but incorporating temporal dimension should help.
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Joint Caption Detection and Inpainting
Using Generative Network
Vismay Patel and Anubha Pandey

1 Introduction and Related Work
The task of Video Decaptioning can be simplified into solving two tasks, caption
detection and filling missing information instead of the caption. There has been
a lot of literature on image/video inpainting where the goal is to fill the missing
patches with semantically meaningful information that is also coherent with the
supporting pixels. The traditional non-learning based approaches [3, 5, 7, 8] towards
image/video inpainting try to copy the information from the neighboring spatiotemporal patches which are most similar to the partially filled patch. Recent
advances in deep learning use generative CNN architectures to fill the missing patch
texture with generated data such as [2, 6, 9]. There has been a lot of work on text
detection from images. However, it is still a challenging task to do fast and accurate
automatic text removal and inpainting in video sequences.

2 Frame Level Inpainting and Caption Detection
We use an encoder-decoder based CNN model to generate the inpainted frames
and the caption detection masks. The network has two branches each for the image
generation and the mask generation tasks and these branches share the parameters up
to first three convolution layers and the layers thereafter, are trained independently.
Doing the caption detection jointly with the image generation network allows us
to reuse initial few layers of the network and hence improves the efficiency of out
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Fig. 1 Full pipeline of the Image Inpainting network. ‘*’ represents pixel-wise multiplication of
two images and ‘+’ represents pixel-wise addition of two images

solution. The detected caption mask allows us to copy the non-masked region pixels
from the original frame and masked pixels from the inpainted frame. We use a
combination of Reconstruction loss, Perceptual loss, and Adversarial loss and train
our model using Adam Optimization Algorithm.
Inputs to the network are frames from the captioned videos and the caption
masks extracted for the corresponding frames. The masks are extracted by taking
the difference between the corresponding frames of the ground truth decaptioned
videos and the input videos to be decaptioned. The mask contains ones in places of
captions and zeros everywhere else (Fig. 1).

2.1 Network Architecture
Our network has the following main modules:
1. Generator Module: This module is used to generate inpainted images and
caption masks corresponding to the input video frames. It is an encoder-decoder
based CNN model. In the encoder part initially, we use a series of convolution
layers. We use dilated convolutions in the later stages of the encoder. First, three
convolution layers are shared between both the image and mask generation tasks
and later layers are divided into two branches and are trained independently.
The decoder for both the branches use a series of deconvolution followed by
convolution layers. We also add skip connections from the encoder module to the
decoder module in the image generation branch. The skip-connections allow us
to pass fine details to the coarse layers in order to generate details in the images.
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The decoder tries to generate an image closer to the ground truth frame and a
mask containing ones at the pixels that are captions and zeros everywhere else.
The input to the Generator module is 128 ∗ 128 ∗ 3 sized tensor corresponding to
the frame of the input video to be inpainted. The generator architecture is shown
in Fig. 2. Our network is inspired by the work of [2].
2. Discriminator Module: This module is used while applying GAN [1] loss
to the generator. It helps in distinguishing between the real ground truth frames
and the fake inpainted images from the generator. The architecture of the module
is shown in Fig. 3. The discriminator outputs probability of the image being real.
Thus the output value should be close to 0 for fake images and it should be close
to 1 for real ground truth images.

2.2 Training
We train our network using Adam Optimizer with learning rate 0.006 and batch size
20. For first 8 epochs we train only the generator module of the network minimizing
only the reconstruction loss and perceptual loss and for the next 12 epochs, we train
the entire GAN network end to end on minimizing all three losses. Following loss
functions have been used to train the network:
1. Reconstruction Loss: To generate images similar to the ground truth
image, we try to reduce absolute error between generated images and the ground
truth images. Similarly, in order to do caption detection, we try to reduce the
squared error between the generated mask and the ground truth mask.

Lr =

K
K
1  i
1  i
i
i
|Igroundtruth − Oimitation
|+α∗
(Imask − Omask
)2
K
K
i=1

(1)

i=1

where, K is the batch size and α is hyper-parameter acts as a trade-off between
two terms in the reconstruction loss. We found the best α value is 1 ∗ 10−6 . The
α value is low in order to reduce overfitting of the cation detection branch as
caption detection is easier task compared to the image generation task.
2. Adversarial Loss: In order to maximize the probabilities for real images
and minimize the probabilities for fake images, the total discriminator loss Ld is
a combination of two partial losses.
Lreal = −log( D( Igroundtruth ) ) , Lf ake = −log( 1 − log( D( G( Iinput ) ) )
Ld = Lreal + β ∗ Lf ake
Lg = −Ld
(2)
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Fig. 2 Architecture of the
generator module of the
inpainting network. Each
building block is described in
Fig. 4
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Fig. 3 Architecture of the
discriminator module of the
inpainting network. Each
building block is described in
Fig. 4

Fig. 4 Building blocks of the
network. Each block in the
diagram also contains the
filter size/number of output
channels and stride (S) or
dilation (D) of the respective
layer
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where, D is the discriminator function and G is the generator function and β is
trade-off parameter between Lreal and Lf ake . The best value of β is 1 ∗ 10−2
which is decided by cross validation.
3. Perceptual Loss [4]: The knowledge of contextual information is very
crucial for filling the correct missing pixels in any image, it helps to produce
a perceptually similar image from the original image. We use pre-trained vgg
network to find the perceptual difference between ground truth images and the
generated images.

Lp =

K
1 
(φ(Iy ) − φ(Iimitation ))2
K

(3)

i=1

where, φ represents features from pretrained VGG16 network.

3 Experiments and Results
We evaluate our model on the dataset provided in the ECCV’18 Satellite
Workshop
Chalearn LAP Inpainting Competition Track 2 Video decaptioning. To evaluate the quality of the reconstruction, MSE,
PSNR and DSSIM metrics as mentioned on the competition’s website1 are used for
pairwise frame comparison.
The proposed model is implemented using tensorflow-gpu 1.6.0 framework on
the top of python 3.6.4 and the platform used is Ubuntu 14.04. The training of the
model takes 2.5 h for one epoch on a GeForce GTX 1080 graphics card. There are
31,686,529 parameters to be learned in the network. We trained the network on the
above-mentioned dataset for 2 days up to 20 epochs.
With our proposed solution we secured third position in the competition.
Performance comparison of our proposed model with that of other teams are shown
in Table 1. The qualitative results of our proposed solution is shown in Table 2.
Table 1 Comparison of
performance with other teams

Team name
SanghyunWoo
hcilab
anubhap93

Rank
1
2
3

MSE
0.0011
0.0012
0.0012

PSNR
33.3527
33.0228
32.0021

We are team anubhap93

1 https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/18421#learn_the_details-evaluation.
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DSSIM
0.0404
0.0424
0.0499

Joint Caption Detection and Inpainting Using Generative Network
Table 2 Qualitative results
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4 Conclusions
In this work, we have proposed an end-to-end solution for de-captioning of diverse
video clips having text overlays of different size, location, background, and color.
The network can simultaneously do frame level caption detection and inpainting.
However, this method requires individual frames from the clip to do its task which
lacks the temporal context required to produce the desired result.
In future work, we aim to improve performance by exploiting the temporal
information of the video clips. Techniques used in intermediate frame prediction
can be employed to make the network temporally-aware. We aim to explore models
that use both temporal and semantic information.
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Generative Image Inpainting for Person
Pose Generation
Vismay Patel and Anubha Pandey

1 Image Inpainting Generator with Skip-Connections
Similar to previous work [1, 2], we also use an encoder-decoder based CNN
model with a combination of regular and dilated convolutions to encode the partial
image, the decoder uses skip connections from the encoder and combination of
deconvolution and convolutions to generate a full image. We use a combination of
Reconstruction loss, Perceptual loss, and Adversarial loss to train our model using
Adam Optimization Algorithm.
The input to the network is a fixed size image and the mask image concatenated at
the color dimension. Both the image and the mask are resized to the size of 128∗128.
We use data available in the ‘maskdata.json’ file to generate binary mask images.
The masks contain ones in places of holes and zeros everywhere else (Fig. 1).

1.1 Network Architecture
Our network has the following main modules:
1. Generator Module: It is an encoder-decoder based CNN model. In the
encoder part initially, we use a series of convolution layers. Each convolution
layer is followed by a batch normalization and a ReLU layer. We use dilated
convolutions in the later stages of the encoder. Dilated convolutions are also
followed by a batch normalization and a ReLU layer. The decoder uses a series
of deconvolution followed by convolution layers. We also add skip connections
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Fig. 1 Full pipeline of the Image Inpainting network

Fig. 2 Architecture of the generator module of the inpainting network. Each building block is
described in Fig. 4

from the encoder module to the decoder module. The decoder generates an image
where the holes of the input will be filled with some representative patches.
The input to the Generator module is 128 ∗ 128 ∗ 4 sized tensor which is a
concatenation of the input image and the mask. The generator architecture is
shown in Fig. 2. Our network is inspired by the work of [2].
2. Discriminator Module: This module is used while applying GAN [3] loss
to the generator. It is responsible to distinguish between Real ground truth images
and the fake images generated by the generator. Our discriminator module
consists of five convolution layers and a fully connected layer as can be seen from
Fig. 3. The discriminator receives two types of inputs. The real images that come
from the ground truth data of the training set and the fake images are generated
by the generator module. The discriminator outputs the probability of the image
being real. Thus the output value should be close to 0 for fake images and it
should be close to 1 for real ground truth images.
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Fig. 3 Architecture of the discriminator module of the inpainting network. Each building block is
described in Fig. 4
Fig. 4 Building blocks of the
network. Each block in the
diagram also contains the
filter size/number of output
channels and stride (S) or
dilation (D) of the respective
layer

C

Convolution layer+ Batch
Norm + RELU layer

D

Dilated convolution layer+
Batch Norm + RELU layer

DC

Deconvolution layer + Batch
Norm + RELU layer

FC

Fully Connected Layer

1.2 Training
We train our network using Adam Optimizer with learning rate 0.001 and batch
size 12. For first five epochs we train only the generator module of the network by
minimizing reconstruction loss and perceptual loss. For the next 15 epochs, we train
the entire GAN network on the adversarial and perceptual loss.
Following loss functions have been used to train the network:
1. Reconstruction Loss: To generate images similar to the ground truth
image, we try to reduce the absolute error between the generated images and
the ground truth images.
Lr =

K
1  i
i
|Ix − Iimitation
|
K

(1)

i=1

i
where, K is the batch size and alpha = 0.000001(hyper parameter) and Iimitation
is the output of the decoder.
2. Adversarial Loss: In order to maximize the probabilities for real images
and minimize the probabilities for fake images, the total discriminator loss Ld is
a combination of two partial losses.
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Lreal = −log( D( Igroundtruth ) ) , Lf ake = −log( 1 − log( D( G( Iinput ) ) )
Ld = Lreal + β ∗ Lf ake
Lg = −Ld
(2)

where, D is the discriminator function and G is the generator function and β is
trade-off parameter between Lreal and Lf ake . The best value of β is 1 ∗ 10−2
which is decided by cross validation.
3. Perceptual Loss [4]: The knowledge of contextual information is very
crucial for filling the correct missing pixels in any image, it helps to produce
a perceptually similar image from the original image. We use the pretrained
vgg network as a function to find the semantic difference between ground truth
images and the
generated images.
2
Lp = K1 K
i=1 (φ(Iy ) − φ(Iimitation )) where, φ represents features taken
from various layers of a VGG16 network.
The GAN loss allows us to generate realistic looking images. The skipconnections allows us to pass fine details to the coarse layers in order to generate
details in the images.

2 Experiments and Results
We evaluate our model on the dataset provided in the ECCV’18 Satellite Workshop
Chalearn LAP Inpainting Competition Track 1-Inpainting
of still images of humans. To evaluate the quality of the image
reconstruction, metrics MSE, PSNR, DSSIM, WNJD as mentioned on the
competition’s website are used.
The proposed model is implemented using tensorflow-gpu 1.6.0 framework on
the top of python 3.6.4 and the platform used is Ubuntu 14.04. The training of the
model takes 3 h for one epoch on a GeForce GTX TITAN X graphics card. There
are 26,151,776 parameters to be learned in the network. We trained the network on
the above-mentioned dataset for 2 days up to 15 epochs on 34,915 images. Testing
requires 2.5 h for 6160 images.
With our proposed solution we secure second position in the competition.
Performance comparison of our proposed model with that of other teams are shown
in Table 1. The qualitative results of our proposed solution is shown in Table 2.
Table 1 Comparison of performance with other teams
Team name
UNLU
anubhap93

Rank
1
2

MSE
0.0158
0.0158

PSNR
21.8712
21.5118

We are team anubhap93
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DSSIM
0.2088
0.2048

WNJD
0.1489
0.1495
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Table 2 Qualitative results

3 Conclusions
In this work, we have used a generative CNN for the Image Inpainting task. We
have trained our model to generate new patches. Our network can generate patches
that do not appear anywhere else in the image. Our network can inpaint images
with randomly placed multiple masks of variable sizes. In future work, we aim to
improve the resolution of the inpainted patches using multi-stage CNNs. Moreover,
techniques to handle the multiple modalities of images and using loss functions
related to pose estimation may help us improve the results.
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Person Inpainting with Generative
Adversarial Networks
Gizem Esra Ünlü

1 Introduction
Image inpainting is a long-standing problem in computer vision where the goal is to
recover the original image from the corrupted image. Filling the missing pixels so
that an observer who does not know the original image cannot detect the changes is
challenging since the inpainted regions must be realistic-looking and semantically
plausible. The completed regions should be consistent with the rest of the image for
pleasing results. This problem can be applied to a wide variety of problems, e.g.
photo editing to remove unwanted objects or 3D object generation from occluded
2D images.
While recent inpainting methods have proven to work well on various texture,
object, face and street-view databases, no work exclusively targets the in-thewild human body inpainting task, specifically in the generative neural networks
domain. For the case where missing human body parts are to be recovered, the
challenge arises from the complexity of the data itself: masked areas of humans
in various actions such as daily activities or sports are hard to predict since joints
can be in numerous positions which can only inferred from the semantics of the
image. Also, the existing generative methods are unable to learn the human figure
which is apparent from the fact that for fully masked cases e.g. a fully masked
hand, the system erases the hand and fills masked area with the background rather
that recovering the body part. The inability to infer that there is a human in the
background inhibits these methods from recovering the missing body parts. Another
challenge is that masks can be anywhere on the image: background pixels as well
as human areas should be inpainted successfully in equal measure (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Given an image with arbitrary masks (a) which can be on the body parts or the background,
inpainting (b) is applied to recover the missing parts. Using this result with the recovered body
parts, pose information is extracted from a complete human figure. (c) OpenPose [6] library was
used for pose estimation

Previous inpainting approaches that are not deep learning based such as [5, 7],
calculate randomized patch correspondences and select the closest one to the
masked area in an iterative scheme. The downside of such methods is that it assumes
the the missing patch is present in the background and fills the hole accordingly,
unable to generate or hallucinate original objects which is necessary for the case of
fully masked.
More recent deep learning based approaches use generative models for the
inpainting task, with adversarial training [4] as the focus. As the pioneering work in
this area, [8] proposed Context Encoder, an encoder-decoder based network which
has an adversarial loss in addition to the regular L2-loss inherent to autoencoder
type networks with success. In [9], a second discriminator was introduced to
the previous work, to stabilize the training and produce more-realistic results by
assessing the produced inpainted result both locally and globally. Inspired by these,
[10] implemented an attention module, to find and borrow features to fill the holes
from similar patches in the background (Fig. 2).
In this work, we apply Generative Adversarial Networks to the complex problem
of human body part inpainting with a two stage coarse-to-fine generator/completion
network and two critics: local and global. Experiments are done within Chalearn’s
Image Inpainting Challenge and we showcase the performance of GLS-GAN [16]
loss in the inpainting domain. Example results are shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2 Network architecture used for inpainting which was proposed in [10]. A masked image
is given as input, an initial inpainting is done by the coarse network. The coarse result is then
fed to refinement network to produce the final inpainting result. Two critics, global and local
discriminators, assess the inpainting performance

2 Related Work
Natural image generation using generative networks has shown promising results.
Since the release of Goodfellow et al.’s paper [4] Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN), numerous works on GAN stability have been proposed for the notoriously
unstable adversarial training, resulting in an abundance of network architectures,
losses, and regularization/normalization techniques as well as significant amount
of ‘tricks’[11]. One of the leading architectures is Deep Convolutional Generative
Adversarial Networks (DCGAN)[12], where the GAN idea was first combined
with convolutional layers with architectural constraints that are said to provide a
more stable training setting. Some loss functions that are said to stabilize training
are Wasserstein GANs (WGAN) [13], WGAN-GP[14] and least squares GAN
(LSGAN) [15]. A more recent work in the in this area is Generalized Loss Sensitive
GAN (GLSGAN [16]) which is a regularized model that can produce better samples
from a probability distribution and is shown to be a generalized family of functions
with WGAN and LSGAN as its special cases.
For the image inpainting task, older non-learning based methods try to recover
the missing information from the neighbouring areas of the mask via a distance field
[1, 2], but they fall short in performance when the masked area is relatively big and
texture variance is high. Patch-matching algorithms such as [5, 7], iteratively search
for the best corresponding patches in the foreground pixels to fill the corrupted
regions without producing semantically-accurate inpainting with high computational costs. Recently, deep learning based methods which use convolutional layers
have shown superior performance [3, 8, 10]. In [3], an encoder-decoder based
network was developed for filling irregular sized holes in images, as opposed to
rectangular masks seen in other works, e.g., [8–10]. This work also introduces a
novel partial convolution operation for the image completion where the information
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Fig. 3 Some results of the model on the test images are shown here. Masked images and their
corresponding completions are given. The inpainted areas consistent with rest of the image with
the body parts recovered adequately
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for the masked areas are propagated only from existing pixels and excluding the
empty pixels, which enable the network to condition the output on “valid inputs”.
Generative networks, a sub-class of deep neural networks, are used quite often
in the image inpainting task [8–10]. We build upon the recent work [10] and apply
it to the human body part recovery task with modifications to the loss function to
observe the effects on the problem.

3 Method
For the human-body inpainting task, we use a deep convolutional neural network
based architecture shown in Fig. 2. The inpainting network fills the missing pixels
in the input image, while two discriminator networks assess this output to determine
how consistent the completion is both locally and globally. Training the completion
network against the discriminators adversarially yields the final inpainting network
that is able to produce realistic results.

3.1 Network Architecture
Our approach based on the inpainting architecture from the paper [10]. The
inpainting network consists of two sub-networks: coarse inpainting network and
refinement network. The coarse network takes a masked image to produce an
initial completion which is then fed to the refinement network to obtain the final
inpainting results. Dilated convolutions are used to incorporate surrounding context
by expanding the receptive field of kernels which increases inpainting success. A
fully convolutional attention module is integrated to the refinement network which
learns to match the most relevant background patches to the patches in the masked
area. Both discriminators, global and local, are fully convolutional with Leaky
RELU as the activation function.

3.2 Loss Function
The network is trained with a combination of reconstruction losses and adversarial
loss which was used in previous inpainting works [8–10]. The coarse network in the
two-stage completion network is trained with L1 reconstruction loss only, whereas
the refinement network is trained with both an L1-loss as well as an adversarial loss.
This mixture of loss was well studied in recent inpainting literature and allows for a
stable the training process [9].
Unlike the previous approaches where either a DCGAN based loss [8, 9] or a
Wasserstein Loss (WGAN-GP) [10], we use the loss proposed in [16] for Loss-
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sensitive GANs which was shown to outperform the original GAN[4] formulation
and exhibits comparable results compared to other existing GAN models in terms
of their ability to generalize to the underlying data distribution.
As oppose to the original GAN formulation where the goal of the discriminator
is to determine if the sample is real or fake, GLS-GAN learns a loss function Lθ ,
parametrized by θ , with the objective of measuring how different a fake sample
is from a real one. For the inpainting case, let x be the original image, x̃ be the
corrupted/masked image and Gφ , parametrized by φ is the generator/completion
network. Then, it is assumed that the loss for a real sample x, Lθ (x), is lower than
the loss for a completed image Gφ (x̃) by a margin:
Lθ (x) ≤ Lθ (Gφ (x̃)) − (x, Gφ (x̃))
where (x, Gφ (x̃)) measures the difference between x and Gφ (x̃), calculated
simply as L1-distance.
After stating the main idea of GLS-GAN, the actual objectives functions of
the critic Lθ and generator Gφ which are trained alternately, are written below.
Following the notation from [16], for a fixed generator Gφ∗ , the objective function
for the discriminator is given as follows: let Pdata and Pcompleted be the real and
completed image distributions. Then,
J (θ, φ∗ ) =

E
x∼Pdata (x)

E

Lθ (x)+λ

C (x, Gφ∗ (x̃))+Lθ (x)−Lθ (Gφ∗ (x̃))

x∼Pdata (x)
x̃∼Pcompleted (x̃)

in which the cost function C chosen as a leaky rectified linear function such that
Cv (a) = max(a, va) with slope v ∈ (− inf, 1] and λ is a positive balancing
parameter. The generator’s objective is minimized as shown below: for a fixed
discriminator Lθ∗ ,
H (θ∗ , φ) =

E

Lθ∗ (Gφ (x̃))

x̃∼Pcompleted (x̃)

4 Experiments
The performance of the inpainting network was evaluated on a dataset which was
released within “Chalearn Looking at People Satellite Workshop ECCV’18”[17]
which contains humans in arbitrary poses. The quantitative and qualitative results
are given in the following sections.
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4.1 Datasets
Chalearn’s human inpainting dataset is created by collecting images from multiple
human activity and pose datasets and consists of 41,076 images which are aligned
to have a human at the center. This complex dataset contain humans in diverse poses
and environments, such as various sports activities both indoors and outdoors. We
use the given training/validation/test splits with percentages 70, 15, 15, respectively.
This dataset does not have a fixed data size, therefore, all images are resized to
256 × 256 for training purposes. No data augmentation was used.
Implementation Details In all our experiments, the pre-trained model of [10] on
Places2 [18] dataset is used and we finetune with Chalearn’s dataset. For training,
we use Adam optimizer[19] with β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.9 and learning rate is 1e−4.
All models are with a batch size of 32 for 10K iterations (Fig. 4).

4.2 Qualitative Results
Since the challenge test dataset consists of images various resolutions as small as
71 × 154 and as big as 1819 × 1080 and different masks sizes, the qualitative results
of the model should be examined in three cases: small images, big images, and
mask size and placement. The results for the first case can be seen in Fig. 3 which
show adequate inpainting performance in recovering missing body-parts as well as
background patches. For the second case of big images, the performance degrades
visibly and the model generates unrealistic hallucinations which is to be expected
because the training of the inpainting network was done with images of resolution
256×256. An example inpainting for an image of resolution 1152×720 is shown in
Fig. 5 first row where the model hallucinates unrealistic patches. The last case for the
qualitative results explains the model’s behaviour for masks that cover a body part
fully, i.e. the head is completely masked. In this case, the model acts as an eraser,
fills the body part with background which is explained by the fact that training is
done without a body-part oriented approach. The model’s further performance on
test set images with various sizes can be seen in Fig. 4.

4.3 Quantitative Results
Table 1 shows the metrics used to evaluate inpainting performance in Chalearn’s
Image Inpainting Challenge and the corresponding results of the model we used.
The metrics are Mean Squared Error (MSE), Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR),
Structural Dissimilarity Index (DSSIM) and Weakly Normalized Joint Distance
(WNJD).
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Fig. 4 Comparison of results from the model on the test dataset for different image sizes. The
resolutions are as follows: ab:102×167, cd:258×413, ef:322×303, hg:448×720, ij:1608×1080,
kl:1920 × 1080. As can be expected, the inpainting quality degrades as the resolution increases
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Fig. 5 Failure cases for our approach. In the first row, the model generates patches that blurry and
inconsistent with the rest of the image due to big image size. The second row image contains a
mask that fully covers the person’s leg which was erased in the completion
Table 1 The results obtained
in Chalearn’s challenge in
image inpainting which
earned first place

PSNR
MSE
DSSIM
WNJD

21.8711893588
0.0158471260207
0.208834181594
0.148852195872

5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we have addressed the complex task of human-body inpainting with
Generative Adversarial Networks. We have shown that using Generalized Loss
Sensitive GAN loss produces good results in the human inpainting problem with
respect to several quantitative measures. For future work, we plan to propose humanbody specific approaches for person inpainting task which can also work in higher
resolution images.
Acknowledgement This work was supported by the Scientific Research Projects Commission
within Bogazici University (BAP). Project No: 14504.
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Road Layout Understanding by
Generative Adversarial Inpainting
Lorenzo Berlincioni, Federico Becattini, Leonardo Galteri, Lorenzo Seidenari,
and Alberto Del Bimbo

1 Introduction and Related Work
Autonomous cars rely on a plethora of sensors to understand the environment they
move in. Several cues are fused to feed the decision process leading to path planning
comprising obstacle avoidance and emergency maneuvers. While depth is often
acquired through the non exclusive combination of stereo vision and active sensors,
the main cue to compute free space, predict danger and plan future commands
is a pixel-wise semantic map. Such maps are usually extracted combining pixel
level predictions [5] with instance based segmentations [15], depth may be fused to
enhance the performance [28, 30].
Recently, image generation has become an important component of autonomous
vehicle system development. Generating images allows to avoid costly acquisitions
and possibly the simulation of unlikely but relevant events. Images generation is
a pixel-wise operation in which an unseen image is created from a source. Source
and target domains may be the same, e.g. RGB → RGB or not C → RGB,
where C indicates the pixel semantic label. Datasets are often acquired in certain
lighting and weather conditions. Simulating a different weather or time of day for
the same sequences gives access to a wider set of training samples [35]. In certain
cases games have been used for such task [24], the advantage of generating synthetic
images through a 3D engine is the ready and precise availability of semantic and
depth ground truth data.
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A variety of computer vision applications can be seen as image-to-image
translation problems between two domains [9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 22, 26, 32, 35].
Most approaches work with RGB images, typically augmenting or restoring them.
Notable examples are super-resolution [16], artifact removal [11], style transfer [14]
and multiple time of day generation [26]. On the other hand multimodal translations are possible, where RGB images are translated to edges [32], depth and
surfaces [9] or segmentation maps [9, 18]. Recent image-to-image techniques based
on Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [12], used in a conditional setting,
have provided more flexible architectures capable of addressing many translation
tasks [13, 35] such as semantic segmentation to RGB, season change, sketch to
RGB, aerial images to maps and style transfer.
Image inpainting [4, 17, 22, 33, 34], refers to the task of predicting missing or
damaged parts of an image, by inferring them from contextual information. Put in
the framework of image transformation, inpainting can be seen as a special case
of image-to-image translation with an additional constraint on where to restore the
image. Inpainting has a large variety of applications, spanning from image editing
and restoration to the more complex semantic inpainting [22], where large image
crops are reconstructed thanks to high level semantics of scene and objects. A recent
trend has seen GANs as the main protagonists of image inpainting [33, 34], however
existing methods focus on completing natural scene images and are limited to RGB
images.
In the automotive scenario, image generation has been mainly used as an
augmentation procedure[23, 29]. Nonetheless one of the main component of an
autonomous driving system is trajectory planning and estimation [10, 20]. For
a proper motion planning, agents must know their surroundings. This is often
obtained through a combination of feature based localization and 3D point-cloud
registration [31]. Knowledge of surroundings is mandatory to obtain physical
constraints to be added to the trajectory prediction and planning problem.
In this work we tackle the novel problem of semantic image inpainting, in which
source images are obtained by an automatic algorithm [5]. Semantic segmentation
has only been used in the task of inpainting [27] to guide the RGB generation
and obtain more pleasant reconstructions to the human eye. On the contrary, we
completely discard the RGB content and focus on the semantics to reconstruct
the signal hidden in the image itself, rather than its texture. The motivation rises
from the need to precisely comprehend the structure of what is occluded when
appearance is of relatively low importance compared to raw structure. This is of
particular interest for autonomous driving where clutter and occlusion are frequent,
posing a threat to safety. Specifically, we want to understand the static layout of the
scene by removing dynamic objects. Once such a layout is recovered it is possible
to derive physical constraints from the scene that can be used in all reasoning
tasks regarding own and other behaviors, such as path planning and more effective
obstacle avoidance.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose a segmentation
inpainting method to reconstruct the hidden semantics of a scene using GANs.
Despite being different in spirit, the closest approach to ours is [19] which casts
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the problem of future anticipation in automotive as a segmentation-to-segmentation
task. However, apart from not performing inpainting, they focus on moving objects,
while we want to recover static components of the environment.
The advantages of using semantic segmentations rather than RGB are twofold:
on the one hand it allows us to identify dynamic objects at a pixel-level and
localize occlusion; on the other hand it directly yields a complete understanding
of the image. Moreover, RGB inpainting methods still provide images which may
be imprecise and of difficult interpretation. Our method instead is capable of
inpainting directly the category of the restored pixels, excluding any uncertainty
in the reconstruction.

2 Semantic Segmentation Inpainting
In this paper we propose to inpaint dynamic objects in semantic segmentations of
ego-vehicle images to recover the static road layout. Given a set of visual categories
C = S ∪ D, composed by a subset of static and dynamic classes S and D, we
convert a segmentation I with values in C, into O with values in S. In Fig. 1 are
shown examples of inputs and outputs of our method, along with the binary masks
that guide the inpainting of dynamic objects.
Our proposed model follows a Generative Adversarial Network paradigm: a
generator is trained to generate plausible inpaintings and fool a discriminator,
which is trained to recognize whether an image belongs to the real or reconstructed
distributions of data. In this paper we modify this architecture to work with Ndimensional data instead of just RGB images. The input segmentation mask is fed
to the network as a one-hot encoded tensor I ∈ {0, 1}W ×H ×|C | of the class labels

Fig. 1 Input and output segmentations of our method along with the inpainting mask of
the dynamic object to remove. Left: input. Center: dynamic objects mask. Right: inpainted
segmentation
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in the semantic map, where W is the width of the image, H its height and |C| the
number of classes. In the same way we train the network to output a new tensor
O ∈ {0, 1}W ×H ×|S | with the same width and height but containing only categories
belonging to the static set S.
We extend the Generative Inpainting Network of [34], where a coarse-tofine approach is followed to generate RGB images. To adapt the network to a
segmentation inpainting task, we changed the 1 pixel-wise reconstruction loss to
a softmax cross-entropy loss, casting the problem as a classification task instead
of a regression one. This choice makes every class independent and forces a hard
class assignment on the output, opposed to classical inpainting scenarios where a
perceptually close RGB value is acceptable.
The authors of [34] introduced an attention layer to transform contextual regions
into convolutional filters and estimate the correlation between background and
foreground patches. This contextual attention is used to learn where to borrow image
content and use it to guide the inpainting process. Since the reconstruction involves
a certain degree of uncertainty, the model is trained with a spatially discounted loss,
which avoids to penalize pixels far from the boundaries of the region to inpaint.
Both stages of the generator proposed by Yu et al. [34] are constituted by 17
convolutional layers: 6 standard convolutional layers, with downsampling, are used
first, then 4 atrous convolutional layers followed by 2 standard ones with a final
upsampling block of 5 layers. Attention is used only in the second stage generator
right after the atrous convolutional block.
We train our model using the manually annotated semantic segmentations of the
Cityscapes dataset [7]. For each image we consider a 256 × 128 × |C| crop and
randomly sample a rectangular binary mask of maximum size 64 × 64 within it. The
portion of the input covered by the mask is then blacked out and reconstructed by
the generator. The discriminator is fed with both original and reconstructed patches
and trained to discriminate between them.

3 Experimental Evaluation
We trained our model on Cityscapes [7], an urban driving dataset with 30 pixel-wise
annotated categories. We have chosen the Cityscapes dataset since it contains a high
variability of both static and dynamic categories and can therefore be adapted also to
datasets comprising less categories. In our experiments we divided the classes into
the dynamic and static subcategories, clustering together similar ones. The resulting
12 categories are the following.
D = {Person, Car, Truck and Bus, Two Wheeled Vehicle}
S = {Road, Sidewalk and Parking, Building, Wall and Fence, Traffic Sign,
Vegetation and Terrain, Sky, Unlabeled}
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At test time, we mask out all pixels belonging to dynamic classes and process the
whole image in order to remove these objects. As a source of data for the semantic
segmentations, we use both at training and testing time the manually annotated
segmentations provided with the dataset. A qualitative evaluation on the Cityscapes
dataset is shown in Fig. 2. Nonetheless we show how our method can also be applied
to outputs of semantic segmentation methods such as Deeplab [5] in Sect. 3.4.
Images captured in the real world such as the Cityscapes dataset are hardly
paired with exact copies of the scene that do not include occluding dynamic objects.
This would require to collect pictures from the exact position and viewpoint of
the original images, when no moving object is present. Moreover, to obtain a
perfect pixel-wise alignment of the two images would require an image registration
algorithm which would possibly lead to noise and empty regions. Due to this
limitation, quantitatively assessing the quality of our inpainting model compared
to other methods is not possible on natural images.

3.1 MICC-SRI Semantic Road Inpatining Dataset
To overcome the quantitative evaluation problem on real world images, we generated an auxiliary dataset using CARLA [8], an open-source urban driving simulator
built under the Unreal Engine. Apart from providing a sandbox for autonomous
driving algorithms, it offers functionalities for recording sequences varying the
number of dynamic objects such as cars, pedestrians and two wheeled vehicles.
The sequences can be acquired as almost photo-realistic RGB videos or converted
on the fly into depth or semantic segmentation maps. Thanks to this functionality we
are able to programmatically generate perfectly aligned pairs of pixel-wise semantic
maps with and without dynamic objects. This allows us to produce a ground truth
reconstruction that would be impossible to obtain from real world images. Whereas
CARLA generated RGB images are obviously distinguishable from natural images,
semantic segmentations are instead very close to data acquired from real urban
scenarios thanks to the lack of texture. The obtained pairs can therefore be used
for quantitatively evaluating the models on the inpainting task.
In our work we used CARLA 0.8.2 which includes only cars and pedestrians
as moving vehicles. Since release 0.8.3, the simulator also includes two wheeled
vehicles such as bikes and motorbikes, but are reportedly still unstable and therefore
we did not include them in our dataset.
To collect data we used autopilot simulations with CARLA in both its maps
(Town01 and Town02), starting from all of their spawning points. The two maps
have respectively 152 and 83 spawning points and for each simulation we gathered
1000 frames ran at 3 FPS (the minimum available rate) to increase variability, for a
total of approximately 22 h of driving simulation. The data has then been sampled
at 0.3 FPS to remove redundancies. Note that the data acquisition process time has
a 1:1 dependency with the simulation time.
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Fig. 2 Qualitative results on the Cityscapes dataset. NN inpainting is shown as comparison
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All the simulations are run twice, once with dynamic objects and once without.
To be able to obtain two matching versions of the same footage in both modalities
we first ran the autopilot simulation with the map populated with dynamic objects
and serializing all the commands given by the autopilot. In the second empty map
simulation, instead on relying on the autopilot we load the driving commands
previously acquired and make the ego vehicle follow the same exact path as before.
For both simulations we save automatically generated semantic segmentations and
RGB frames for reference, both at a resolution of 800 × 600 pixels.
Since CARLA is not fully deterministic we experienced a slight drift of the
vehicle position with respect to the two versions of the same simulation. This drift
appears to be triggered by rare events such as stopping and starting the car or by
nondeterministic behaviors when getting close to other objects’ colliders in the
game engine. This drift becomes significant after 1000 frames, which is why we
are collecting multiple short simulations rather than a few long runs. To correct the
small misalignment due to this issue, we look for unmatched pixels belonging to
static classes in the images with dynamic objects and replace them with the correct
class. In order to remove trivial images with empty roads we consider only frames
where the number of pixels belonging to moving objects is higher than 5000, i.e.
approximately 0.001% of the image.
This data acquisition process led to 11,913 pairs of perfectly aligned frames with
and without dynamic objects. We refer to this novel dataset as MICC Semantic
Road Inpainting dataset (MICC-SRI) and we released it for download at www.micc.
unifi.it/resources/datasets/semantic-road-inpainting/. A sample of paired semantic
segmentations from our dataset is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 In the MICC-SRI dataset we collected pixel-wise aligned segmentations with and without
dynamic objects
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Thanks to this correspondence between occluded and non occluded pixels in the
two versions of the image, we are now able to evaluate our method. We report perpixel accuracy on the MICC-SRI dataset.
Since CARLA provides labels for fewer classes than CityScapes, we group
together similar classes and remove the ones that are not present. The new set of
classes used for experiments on the MICC-SRI dataset are the following:
D = {Person, Car}
S = {Road, Sidewalk, Building, Fence, Pole, Vegetation, Unlabeled}

3.2 Baselines
We propose several baselines, all performing both inpainting in the RGB and
segmentation domain. Since to the best of our knowledge we are the first to perform
inpainting in the semantic segmentation domain, we aim at demonstrating that
traditional approaches for inpainting are not well suited for working directly with
segmentations. This is due to the fact that inpainting methods often rely on image
traits inside semantically correlated image regions such as textures or gradients. This
information though is lost outside of the RGB domain. The baselines we propose
are the following:
Nearest Neighbor (NN) For each masked pixel we retrieve the spatially closest
pixel belonging to a static class and simply assign its class. In the presence of
isolated small objects or uniform background this method can be quite effective to
recover the rough geometry of the scene. On the other hand it is likely to fail when
the scene is crowded and with complex backgrounds, especially when many region
boundaries are occluded at the same time. We also inspect its variant in the RGB
domain, transferring the color value instead of the class label among pixels. This
approach is much less reliable due to the high variability of pixel values, leading to
noisy reconstructions.
Navier-Stokes [3] Initially proposed as an RGB inpainting method, the NavierStokes approach is based on differential equations of fluid dynamics, posing an
analogy between pixel intensities and two-dimensional fluid stream functions. It
follows the edges of known portions of the image up to the inpainted region and
extends isophotes, i.e. edges with the same intensity, by matching gradient vectors
on the inpainted region boundaries. Once the edges are connected from one part to
another of the region, the internal pixels are filled in order to minimize variance
within the area they belong to. The choice of this method was dictated by its
nature of following contours rather than textures, which well adapts to semantic
segmentations.
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PatchMatch [2] The algorithm establishes correspondences between patches in
the image and attempts to replace the inpainted patch with the most relevant
one. The matching process is based on a randomized algorithm to approximate
Nearest Neighbors between two patches. After a random initial guess for the correspondence, the algorithm alternates between propagating good correspondences
to close patches and sampling the neighboring regions. For the experiments using
the PatchMatch algorithm we adopted the implementation available in the contentaware feature of Photoshop CC combined with its scripting functionalities.

3.3 Ground Truth Segmentations
The first row of Table 1 shows a comparison of our method against all the
proposed baselines on the MICC-SRI dataset. Here we use as input the ground truth
automatically acquired with the CARLA simulator. All pixels belonging to dynamic
classes are used to mask the image and inpaint it in one single step. A schematic
representation of our model is depicted in Fig. 4a. We report pixel wise accuracy
measured within the inpainted mask, i.e. the percentage of correctly inpainted pixels
in each mask averaged across images. Our method outperforms by a large margin
all the baselines, proving that RGB inpainting methods are not suitable for images
without textures. Nearest-Neighbor performs reasonably well compared to the other
baselines, yet fails to grasp the layout of the scene since no reasoning is involved in
the generation process. To better understand strengths and flaws of all the methods,
in Fig. 5 a qualitative comparison is given.
Nearest-Neighbor tends to hallucinate roads in sidewalks when removing cars
and heavily distorts the overall layout at the horizon. Navier-Stokes manages to
join edges across the inpainting masks but at the same time the reconstructions
it provides are extremely noisy, adding noise patterns to the filled regions. If this
is acceptable in RGB images, noise in semantic segmentations translates to a
misclassification of pixels and therefore a lack of understanding of the scene.
The quality of results for the PatchMatch baseline may vary a lot depending on
the input image. When the layout is simple and the algorithm can easily establish

Table 1 Per-pixel accuracy on the MICC-SRI dataset
Input
GT
RGB
RGB

Pre-process
–
DeepLab
–

Mask source
GT
DeepLab
DeepLab

Inpainting method
NN
NS [3]
68.41
29.18
61.41
30.41
38.04
51.97

PM [2]
19.32
21.33
63.82

GAN
81.94
70.58
59.77

Each row is relative to a different processing pipeline of our method, as shown in the three models
of Fig. 4. For each variant, the inpainting module can be performed by our method (GAN) or one of
the proposed baselines: Nearest Neighbor (NN), Navier-Stokes [3] (NS) and PatchMatch [2] (PM).
The best result for each method is highlighted in bold.
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GroundTruth

Output

Inpainting

Mask generation

(a)
RGB

Output

Prediction
DeepLab

Inpainting

Mask generation

(b)
Output

Prediction

RGB

DeepLab

Inpainting

Mask generation
(DeepLab)

(c)
Fig. 4 Pipeline of the variants of our architecture. Note that the inpainting step can be performed
either by our model or by one of the proposed baselines. (a) Ground truth model: the ground
truth segmentation is fed to the inpainting module using pixels belonging to dynamic classes as the
inpainting mask. (b) Segmentation model: the input segmentation is obtained using DeepLab [6].
The inpainting mask is obtained from DeepLab’s predictions. (c) RGB model: the inpainting is
performed on the RGB before applying DeepLab to get the final segmentation. A preliminary
segmentation must be obtained to know where to inpaint
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Fig. 5 MICC-SRI qualitative results. Ground Truth segmentations are used as input
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Fig. 6 Class accuracy confusion matrix for our method over GT segmentations. True labels on the
y-axis, predicted ones on the x-axis

correspondences with the background, the reconstructions are reasonable. Instead
when there are too many structural elements in the scene the algorithm tends to
copy them into unnatural positions, for instance adding trees and traffic signs in
the middle of the road. Again, this is a behavior that is suitable for highly textured
regions, whereas flat regions as semantic segmentations should just be filled with an
uniform pattern depending on the expected layout.
In Fig. 6 we report the confusion matrix for our method to provide insights on
how it is performing. Interestingly the Road class is almost perfectly reconstructed,
but at the same time the Sidewalk class is sometimes confused with Road, probably
due to close proximity in the data. The Unlabeled class is, on average, the most
common among the wrongly-predicted classes which is a reasonable outcome given
that Unlabeled is used as a catch-all class for everything that does not fit in the other
classes, such as the sky, small objects, and urban design elements.

3.4 Predicted Segmentations
Our method is made to aid autonomous driving agents, which will require to understand the scene as they are deployed on the street. Therefore in a real case scenario,
our method cannot rely on manually annotated or automatically generated semantic
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segmentations and an alternative source will have to be exploited. Many semantic
segmentation algorithms have been proposed in literature [1, 5, 6, 18, 21, 25], often
with a special attention to autonomous driving applications. Here we show how
our method can be also effectively applied on generated semantic segmentations as
source instead of ground truth annotations. In our experiments we use predictions
from DeepLab-v3+ [6], which we trained on segmentations generated with CARLA
to obtain a compatible mapping with the categories we want to predict. Experimental
results are reported in Table 1.
We report two variants of our experiments, depending on the order in which we
apply our building blocks. In one case we first apply DeepLab on the RGB image
to obtain the segmentations and then we inpaint the resulting map to remove pixels
classified as dynamic classes. This model is shown in Fig. 4b. In the other case we
perform the inpainting step in the RGB domain and then we apply DeepLab on the
inpainted image. The RGB inpainting requires two segmentation steps: the first one
is applied on the RGB source and is needed to localize dynamic object pixels and
create an inpainting mask, the second one is applied on the inpainted RGB and is
necessary to obtain the final segmentation output. The pipeline for this variant of the
model is shown in Fig. 4c.
Results on the MICC-SRI dataset for the segmentation and RGB inpainting
pipelines are reported in Table 1 in the second and third row, respectively. When
replacing ground truth segmentations with automatically generated segmentations,
our method still performs better than the baselines reconstructing reasonable layouts. Segmented regions produced by DeepLab tend to exhibit smoother boundaries
than the ground truth, often turning straight contours into noisy and curved lines.
This makes the inpainting task harder since less natural boundaries are more difficult
to follow and join together over the inpainted region. To evaluate the accuracy in
this case we adopt as ground truth the outputs generated by DeepLab on the static
version of the frames. This introduces a further level of uncertainty in the evaluation
due to the aforementioned fluctuations of region boundaries. With Navier-Stokes
and PatchMatch instead the usual pathological behaviors are present, keeping the
results low as in the ground truth version. Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 7.
The opposite trend can be observed when the inpainting is made on RGB images
and DeepLab is applied on the resulting image. In this case instead of our method
for inpainting images we use the original formulation of the Generative Inpainting
model of Yu et al. [34]. All the RGB inpainting methods perform roughly on par,
with the exception of Nearest Neighbor which drops 20 points below the others
since it generates unnatural reconstructions. Overall though, RGB methods provide
much lower accuracy in the final segmentations compared to our semantic inpainting
model. Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 8.
We report the confusion matrix for our method over DeepLab segmentations
in Fig. 9. Here, similarly to Fig. 6, the Road class performs well, and so do the
other classes that are easily picked up by DeepLab due to their size in the image
(Building, Sidewalk, Unlabelled). The accuracy of classes that have finer, smaller
objects (Fence, Pole) drops dramatically since the DeepLab segmentation fails over
them.
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Fig. 7 MICC-SRI qualitative results. DeepLab segmentations are used as input
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Fig. 8 MICC-SRI qualitative results. The inpainting is done on RGB image and the output is then
segmented using DeepLab
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Fig. 9 Class accuracy confusion matrix for our method over DeepLab segmentations. True labels
on the y-axis, predicted ones on the x-axis

4 Conclusions
In this paper we presented a segmentation-to-segmentation inpainting model to
recover the layout of an urban driving scenario. To the best of our knowledge we
are the first to propose a model for inpainting semantic segmentations. The model
we presented is a Generative Adversarial Network architecture capable of removing
dynamic objects from the scene and reconstruct occluded views. We showed the
effectiveness of the model both on Cityscapes and on a novel synthetically generated
dataset obtained with the CARLA simulator and freely available online. Along
with our method we presented several baselines working both in the RGB and the
segmentation domain. The comparisons of the different methods highlighted the
benefits of working directly with segmentations rather than segmenting inpainted
images. We also showed that classic RGB inpainting methods are not suitable when
working outside from the highly structured and textured domain of natural images.
We believe that being able to infer occluded regions in autonomous driving systems
is a key component to achieve a full comprehension of the scene and will allow
better planning of the ego-vehicle trajectories in crowded urban scenarios.
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Photo-Realistic and Robust Inpainting
of Faces Using Refinement GANs
Dejan Malesevic, Christoph Mayer, Shuhang Gu, and Radu Timofte

1 Introduction
Image inpainting tackles the problem of filling missing or replacing damaged parts
of an image. For a large extent of the missing region reconstructing the original
content is almost impossible. Therefore, the goal is to inpaint new parts that are
visually appealing, such that they fit the surrounding content and that the whole
image looks realistic.
Image inpainting is an important problem in digital image processing [10]. It
allows to restore images that are damaged by scratches, holes or small artifacts.
Furthermore, it enables to erase overlaid text or logos from the image. Similarly,
image inpainting allows filling gaps caused by object removal [5] during image
editing. Other possible applications are censoring [11, 12] and decensoring. Such as
restoring blurred faces or license numbers or decensoring images by inpainting fake
but visually appealing faces or license numbers instead of blurring them. Furthermore, inpainting can replace image parts that were lost during data transmission.
Hence, typical patterns to be restored are: many fine grained structures (lost during
transmission or overlaid text) and small to large polygons covering large parts of the
image (removing objects, logos or decensoring and censoring images).
Image inpainting is an ill-posed problem, such that no unique solution exists.
Therefore, it requires priors that depend on a consensus assumption that surrounding
regions share the same statistic of properties than the gap. Enforcing these priors
during restoration aims for inpainting regions that are conclusive and visually
appealing.
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Filling small artifacts such as holes, scratches or overlaid text is less challenging because the extent of the gap is small and already simple properties
lead to sufficient information to plausibly fill the holes. Typical priors base upon
smoothness assumptions using the total variation in spatial domain or sparsity
in curvelet or wavelet domain [3, 4, 18, 21]. Patch Match (PM) [2] searches for
patches with similar properties in the image, that enable inpainting the missing
parts. Dictionary learning, first trains statistically representative patterns on a dataset
containing similar images, such that the clean pixels and the learned elements allow
reconstructing the image [17, 24]. Although dictionary learning based methods lead
to higher quality restorations than using sparsity or smoothness, they fail in filling
missing parts with a significantly larger extent. Instead of filling small holes, such
large gaps lead to more difficult tasks of semantic inpainting. The goal is predicting
high quality content of a large region based on the surrounding pixels and the
global scene that may be far from the lost original content but looks plausible and
appealing.
Most methods that effectively tackle such tasks require large problem specific
datasets, use adversarial training and generative models [6, 13, 19, 23], such as
Variational Auto Encoderss (VAEs) [15] or Generative Adversarial Networkss
(GANs) [7]. Such generative models approximate the data distribution and allow
to produce synthetic images at a high visual quality. Thus, the key idea is using such
models to generate images that achieve a consensus between the clean part of the
damaged and the synthetic image and inpaint the missing regions. Pathak et al. [19]
use a VAE for image inpainting. The encoder maps a damaged image to the latent
space and the decoder generates a synthetic image from the latent representation.
During training a consensus loss ensures that the clean parts of the damaged and
synthetic images agree and an adversarial loss ensures that the restored image have
a high quality. This method respects the hole patterns only during training and not
at inference. Hence, the visual quality of the reconstructions is less convincing.
Conversely, Yeh et al. use a GAN for image inpainting. Their method requires
solving a minimization problem to find the corresponding latent representation
instead of predicting it with an encoder. An image specific loss based on the clean
pixels in the vicinity of holes and a dataset specific perceptual loss, lead to high
quality image inpainting. After inpainting, Poisson blending flawlessly fuses the
inpainted and clean pieces to the final image.

1.1 Contributions
In this paper we propose an new method for image inpainting using a refiner based
on a GAN. Figure 1 shows a sample image where simple image inpainting produces
unaesthetic and unrealistic results, whereas our refinement improves the restoration
significantly. The novelty and the advantage of the refiner is its global consistency
loss that requires a global consensus between all clean pixels and the corresponding
synthetic parts. The refiner uses an already plausible inpainting from a former stage
and therefore converges faster and ensures that the restored image and the synthetic
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Fig. 1 Sample image that demonstrates the deficits of semantic image inpainting that our proposed
refinement method can correct

image are closer. Closer images are beneficial as the perceptual loss assesses the
quality of restored images via the synthetic image. Therefore, a small perceptual
loss for a synthetic image that is largely different than the restored image has a
limited expressiveness for the image quality. As our refinement method is similar to
semantic image inpainting developed by Yeh et al. [23], we will briefly introduce the
corresponding components and highlight its shortcomings and the differences to our
refinement approach. To illustrate that our method overcomes these deficits, we use
the CelebA [16] face dataset containing more than 200k face images. Humans are
most sensitive even for small artifact in faces. Thus, we use face images to evaluate
our method because restoring missing parts of a face, is among the most challenging
problems in image inpainting.
Contributions
• Disentangling the different components of a state-of-the-art image inpainting
method, showing its deficits and how to overcome them.
• Developing of a refinement GAN for improving image inpainting using a global
consensus loss.
• Proposing and implementing of a pipeline that benefits from our refinement
GAN.
• Training and evaluating the image inpainting pipeline on face images using four
classical metrics in image inpainting for various different distortion patterns.

1.2 Semantic Image Inpainting
Let P = M ∪ Mc , where P is the set that contains all the pixel indices of an image.
An index of the set M corresponds to a clean pixel. The set Mc contains the indices
of damaged or missing pixels and is therefore the complement of the set M. Thus,
we refer to the set, that contains all clean pixels, as IM = {Ii }i∈M . See Fig. 2 for
an illustration of the introduced nomenclature using an example image.
In other words, image inpainting tries to predict IMc using the damaged image I
and the mask M. Due to the ill-posedness of image inpainting, recovering the exact
solution is usually impossible therefore, semantic image inpainting uses a GAN to
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Fig. 2 Illustration of the introduced sets and which pixels they contain when applied to a sample
image

hallucinate a plausible prediction of IMc . We train the GAN using the classical
GAN objective, see Eq. (1), where G is the generator and D the discriminator that
returns a probability estimate how likely the seen sample is real and the origin of
the image lies in the true data distribution.


 
min max Ex∼pdata log D(x) + Ez∼pz log 1 − D G(z) ,
G

D

(1)

The generator of a GAN generates random synthetic samples of the data distribution for a sample, drawn from a fixed prior distribution. The goal of inpainting is
using the generator to produce an image that agrees on the clean pixels and produces
plausible content for the missing region. Instead of exhaustively drawing samples
from the generator until one matches the requirements. Yeh et al. [23] proposed to
define a loss, that measures the quality of the inpainting, and to minimize this loss
using gradient decent and the chain rule to calculate the gradients. The optimization
problem reads as follows
minimize Linpainting (x | y, S)
subject to x = G(z),

(2)

where x and y are the generated and the damaged image, S is a subset of the mask
M that we will define shortly (see Fig. 2 for an example), G(·) is the generator and z
the latent variable. Yeh et al. [23] proposed a loss function that consists of a content
loss and a perceptual loss, see Eq. (3).
Linpainting (x|y, S) = Lcontent (x|y, S) + λ Lperception (x)

(3)

The content loss tries to achieve an agreement of clean pixels between the
generated and the damaged image. However, Yeh et al. [23] proposed to consider
only pixels that are in the vicinity of holes, instead of respecting all unimpaired
pixels. The heuristic is, that pixels next to a hole contain far more information
used to fill holes than pixels far away. Furthermore, their proposed loss contains
a scalar that assigns a clean pixel a weight depending on the number of holes in
local neighborhood, based on the same heuristic.
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Fig. 3 Illustration of the
sliding window set W and
the two sets containing all
indices corresponding to
clean pixels (M) or holes
(Mc ). Black corresponds to
holes and white to clean
pixels

Lcontent (x|y, S) =



wi · |xi − yi |, where wi =

i∈S

| Hi |
| H ci |

(4)

Equation (4) shows the detailed content loss, where x and y are the generated
and the damaged image, z is the latent variable, S is the set containing the selected
pixels and w is a weight.
The weight corresponds to the ratio of holes | H i | and clean pixels | H ci | in
a centered n × n window Wi around the corresponding pixel i, see Fig. 3 for an
illustration of the different sets. The expression | · | applied to a set denotes the
cardinality, i.e. the number of element in the set. Note, that the weight for a clean
pixel is zero, if all other pixels in the window are undamaged. Hence, the set S
contains the indices of all pixels that contain at least one hole in their neighborhood.
Thus, the set S used in Lcontent is a subset of the mask M, such that S ⊂ M.
The idea of the perception loss is: favouring visually plausible synthetic images
and penalizing unrealistic restorations. Fortunately, GANs consist beside the generator of a discriminator. The task of the discriminator is to identify whether an
image is real or synthetic. In addition, the generator tries to fool the discriminator
by producing images that the discriminator predicts as real although they are
fake. Therefore, the perception loss uses the discriminator to assess whether the
input image is real or fake. The loss is smaller the higher the probability of the
discriminator that an images is real, see Eq. (5).


Lperception (x) = log 1 − D(x)

(5)

Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the aforementioned semantic image inpainting
method. The block requires the damaged input image y and the set S to select
the pixel required to compute the content loss. Minimizing the content and the
perception loss produces the generate image xg .

1.3 Poisson Blending
Although the content loss favors a consensus on selected clean pixels in the vicinity
of holes, there is no guarantee, that all pixels corresponding to the clean parts agree.
Therefore, we replace the gap in the damaged image with the corresponding pixels
from the synthetic image. To improve the quality of the fused image, Yeh et al. [23]
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z

select
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xg
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Lcontent

Lperception

xg

xg

Fig. 4 Semantic image inpainting GAN. The method requires the damaged image y and the
set S that selects the pixels used to compute the content loss. G and D are the generator and
discriminator. We minimize the losses with respect to the latent variable z and the corresponding
generated image xg is the desired result

propose using Poisson blending to polish the reconstruction by smoothing the
transition between clean and inpainted pixels, see Fig. 5 for examples. Poisson
blending requires solving the optimization problem depicted in Eq. (6), where D
is a linear discrete differentiation operator that approximates the gradient, M is
the mask, x is the restored blended image, y is the damaged image and xg is the
generated image.
minimize
D x − D xg 22
subject to xi = yi , ∀i ∈ M

(6)

Simply speaking, Poisson blending retrieves an image that achieves a consensus
for pixels corresponding to the clean parts and the gradient between the synthetic
and blended image should be as close as possible. Therefore, visible artifacts at the
transition between the clean and inpainted region are penalized.

1.4 Shortcomings of Semantic Image Inpainting Without
Refinement
The aforementioned semantic image inpainting has two different deficits. One is
caused by the locally restricted content loss, that considers only the immediate
vicinity of holes to condition the reconstruction and the other by the perception
loss, that classifies the synthetic and not the restored image upon plausibility. This is
especially harmful as the synthetic image seeks agreement with the damaged image
only on a small region. Therefore, the synthetic image might look by itself realistic
and might achieve a consensus on the selected region. However, transferring the
inpainted region to the damaged image might lead to an implausible result. See
Fig. 6, that shows eight different images with different artifacts. Mainly caused by
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Fig. 5 Sample images highlighting that blending improves the image quality, by removing
artifacts at the transition of inpainted and clean pixels

disagreeing face attributes between the synthetic and the damaged image. The first
row shows an image of a girl but the inpainted region belongs to an adult and on
the right, an image of a woman where inpainting adds a moustache. The other rows
show that inpainting fails to restore symmetrical properties such as eye color, skin
color, cheekbones, beard, mouth shape, eyebrows or eyeglasses. The problem is that
the local extent of the content loss leads to limited information such as gender or
other face attributes. Therefore, the generator might produce an image depicting a
male instead of a female to fill the gap. Although the synthetic image might look
plausible the fused may not.
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Fig. 6 Sample images where semantic image inpainting fails to produce visually appealing and
plausible results. Conversely, our propose refinement method corrects many failures such as:
removing moustache, enforcing similar eye and skin color, matching eye brows, cheekbones. In
general our refinement leads to higher quality reconstructions that are more plausible and restores
symmetric properties of a face

2 Improving Semantic Image Inpainting with Refinement
GANs
As highlighted in Sect. 1.4, semantic image inpainting suffers from a too narrow
field of view when conditioning the content loss and applying the perception loss
on visually distinct images than the final reconstructions. Thus, we propose a
refinement method, that takes all clean pixels into account and forces the damaged
and the synthetic images to agree, such that the score of the perception loss of the
synthetic image is more reliable.
Our refinement method operates similarly as semantic image inpainting. We
solve an optimization problem by searching the values of the latent variable
that corresponds to an image, minimizing our refinement objective. The objective
consists of a perception loss and two content losses. The global consensus loss
is minimal when the clean and the corresponding synthetic pixels agree. The
inpainting loss favors similarly inpainted parts by the refiner as obtained from
semantic inpainting with blending. We use the same perception loss as stated
in Eq. (5). The two content losses read as follows, when using the previously
introduced nomenclature,

Lglobal-consensus (x|y, M) =
|xi − yi |
(7)
i∈M
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|xi − yi |,

(8)

i∈Mc

where the only difference are the two distinct sets that contain the pixel positions.
Equation (9) shows the full refinement loss with the two weighting parameters
μ and λ.
Lrefinement (x|xb , M, Mc ) = Lglobal-consensus (x|xb , M)
+ μ Linpainting-consensus (x|xb , Mc )

(9)

+ λ Lperception (x)
The parameter μ corresponds to the confidence or the plausibility of the inpainted
region. Therefore, we are less confident for large gaps and use smaller values for μ
the larger the damaged area. Note, that the proposed refinement loss considers all
pixels of the inpainted and blended image instead of only a few clean pixels of the
damaged image. Therefore, the loss is conditioned on the sets M and Mc and the
inpainted and blended image xb . λ regulates the additional cost added to the content
loss for unrealistic reconstructions.
Figure 7 shows the block diagram of the proposed refinement GAN, where the
selection process highlights that the refiner uses all pixels to compute the two
content losses.
After refinement we propose again to use Poisson blending to smoothly fuse
the inpainted region with the clean part. Figure 8 illustrates the full pipeline of the
proposed semantic image inpainting with a refinement GAN.
The global awareness of clean and missing pixels of the refiner allows correcting
errors of simple inpainting with blending. Figure 6 shows all kind of failures that
the refiner eliminates. It restores symmetry such that eye color, skin color, eyebrows
and cheekbones of the inpainted and clean parts agree. Furthermore, the refiner
suppresses implausible face attributes such as mouth and nose of an adult for a child,
moustache for a woman, female eye and lips for a man or inpainting eyeglasses for
only one eye.

xb

xb
c

M M

Lglobal-consensus

M Mc

z

select

Linpainting-consensus

G

xr

D

Lperception

xr

xr

Fig. 7 Refinement GAN. The method requires an inpainted and blended image xb and the set M
and Mc to assign the pixels to the corresponding loss. G and D are the generator and discriminator.
We minimize the losses with respect to the latent variable z and the corresponding refined image
xr is the desired result
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Blending
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Fig. 8 Pipeline. The full pipeline consists of a cascade of an inpainting and refinement block.
After each of this blocks we apply Poisson blending, to generate our final prediction of the restored
image x from the damaged image y

3 Experiments and Results
3.1 Dataset
We use the CelebA dataset that contains more than 200k face images and use 2000
images each for validation and testing and use all other images for training. The
images are aligned and cropped to 64 × 64 × 3 pixels.

3.2 Implementation Details
We use the same GAN architecture and training policy as proposed by
Yeh et al. [23], namely a DCGAN [20]. The generator produces a 64 × 64 × 3 image
using a randomly sampled variable from a 100 dimensional uniform distribution
between [−1, 1]. The discriminator outputs a probability how likely a seen image
is real. For training we use the Adam optimizer [14] with learning rate γ = 0.002,
momentum β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.9 and batch size of 64 for 25 epochs.
During inpainting we use again the Adam optimizer to minimize the inpainting
objective with respect to the latent variable z. We draw a random sample from
the uniform distribution for initialization and restrict the values to [−1, 1] along
each dimension during optimization. We use the step size γ = 0.003, momentum
β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.9. We use λ of 0.003 in all our experiments and use
μ ∈ [0.2, 0.66] depending on the extent of the gap. We perform 1500 gradient
descent steps during inpainting and refinement. We use TensorFlow [1] as deep
learning framework on a Nvidia GeForce GTX TITAN X for training the GAN,
inpainting and refinement. Refinement including inpainting takes approximately
4.7 s per image (1500 iterations each).
We used CVX, a package for specifying and solving convex programs [8, 9], to
minimize the objective of the blending problem,. Minimization takes approximately
6 s per image in Matlab on a an Intel I7u CPU. We empirically observed highest
quality results when using the Laplacian of Gaussians as discrete differentiation
operator D, that we convolve with the corresponding image to approximate the
gradient. The Laplacian of Gaussian is a 3 × 3 kernel with all 1 entries except the
central element which is −9.
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3.3 Mask or Hole Patterns
We use six different mask patterns: (1) and (2) a squared random positioned mask
with 25% and 50% damaged or missing pixels, (3) a mask consisting of a vertical
and horizontal stripe, (4) a mask where roughly 50% of the left hand side of the face
is missing, (5) a centered mask where 25% of pixels are missing, (6) a mask where
70% of randomly selected pixels are missing. We use μ = 0.66 for pattern (1) and
(5), μ = 0.33 for pattern (2) and (4) and μ = 0.2 for pattern (3) and (6).

3.4 Results
We compute four classical metrics for image inpainting with and without refinement
using the testing set. The metrics are Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared
Error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean Structural Similarity
Index Measure (MSSIM) [22]. Table 1 shows the scores of each metric before and
after refinement. We report the better score in bold. We conclude that refinement
improves always for each metric and all masks except the mask with randomly
missing pixels. For this experiments the differences before and after refinement is
beyond the reported precision such that the reported numbers agree. Note, that these
metrics need a reference image such as the undamaged image. Nonetheless, a high
quality inpainted region might look very different than the original one and can lead
to a lower inpainting score. Therefore, we show more examples of inpainting with
and without refinement in Figs. 9 and 10.

Table 1 Results of all testing images before and after refinement using six different hole patterns
and four common metrics in image inpainting
Refinement
MAE ↓
MSE ↓
PSNR ↑
MSSIM ↑

Random square (1)
Before
After
16.20
14.04
777.16
626.17
19.23
20.16
0.8760
0.8921

Refinement
MAE ↓
MSE ↓
PSNR ↑
MSSIM ↑

Left (4)
Before
34.87
1980.77
15.16
0.7601

Big random square (2)
Before
After
35.60
32.75
1852.22
1599.89
15.45
16.09
0.7411
0.7624

After
31.62
1645.05
15.97
0.7823

Center (5)
Before
15.18
704.54
19.65
0.8716

After
13.68
570.18
20.57
0.8840

Stripes (3)
Before
39.43
2011.45
15.45
0.707

After
35.01
1607.32
16.07
0.740

Random (6)
Before
After
16.08
16.08
323.97
323.97
23.03
23.03
0.8908
0.8908

We highlight the superior performance (before or after) in bold. The arrows next to the metrics
denote whether a lower score (↓) or a higher score (↑) is better. Note, that the difference of the
random pattern between before and after is smaller than the displayed precision. Hence, we omit
reporting any score in bold
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Fig. 9 Additional randomly selected images that highlight that the images after refinement are of
a higher perceptional quality, corrected artifacts and look more plausible

To highlight that inpainting for 1500 steps followed by refinement for 1500 steps
leads to a much higher quality than running inpainting for 3000 steps, we report the
results for the centered hole pattern (5) in Table 2. See, Fig. 10 for sample images
using 1500 or 3000 gradient steps for image inpainting. The quality of running
inpainting for 3000 steps is marginally higher than using 1500 iterations. However,
using refinement improves significantly for all metrics.

4 Discussion
Refinement improves in average for any hole pattern when considering different
metrics. We show that refinement corrects visual artifacts caused by the locally limited content loss of classical semantic image inpainting. Furthermore, the synthetic
image restored by the refinement GAN is much closer to the damaged image such
that the perception score is more reliable and improves the inpainting. We observe,
that refinement inpaints regions with similar face attributes than the damaged image,
see Fig. 6. Although the restored images are often clearly visible distinct from
the ground truth, most of the results are plausible and appealing. Nonetheless, we
observed some failure cases, that we show in Fig. 11. We consider a refinement as
failure if refinement reduces the image quality or fails to correct strong artifacts that
were previously inpainted. Possible reasons are that the minimization approach did
not converge fast enough, is stuck in an inappropriate local minimum or the initial
inpainted solution has a very low quality, such that the inpainting loss prevents
improving the reconstruction. We observed in Table 1, that refinement does not
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Fig. 10 Additional examples showing the results for different hole patterns inpainted using 1500
or 3000 iterations with or without blending and the result of our refinement method with blending
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Table 2 Comparison between running inpainting for 1500 or 3000 iterations or spending 3000
iterations for the proposed method (inpainting 1500 and refinement 1500)
Iterations
MAE ↓
MSE ↓
PSNR ↑
MSSIM ↑

Inpainting
1500
15.18
704.54
19.65
0.872

3000
15.03
694.53
19.71
0.874

Inpainting and refinement
1500 and 1500
13.68
570.18
20.57
0.8840

We report the results using all testing images damaged with a centered square pattern.We highlight
the superior performance (before or after) in bold. The arrows next to the metrics denote whether a
lower score (↓) or a higher score (↑) is better

Fig. 11 Sample images where refinement either fails to correct the failures produced by semantic
inpainting or where refinement degrades the image quality

improve the inpainting of an image where randomly selected pixels are damaged.
The reason is, that the corresponding scores even without refinement are the highest
among all other, that belong to different hole patterns. Hence, refinement is unable
to further improve the inpainting because the difference between refinement and
inpainting is much smaller for this hole pattern because almost every clean pixel is
next to a hole and is therefore considered during inpainting. Similarly, the synthetic
and the damaged image are much closer such that the perception loss is more
reliable.

5 Conclusion
To summarize, in this paper we propose a new refinement GAN. We apply it on
top of classical semantic image inpainting and design the corresponding pipeline.
We tackle the challenging problem of reconstructing missing parts of human faces.
We choose this problem and dataset because humans are especially sensitive even
for tiny artifacts in faces. Therefore, plausible results for a human observer have
already a very high quality. We show that refinement increases or achieves the
same performance for any hole pattern for all measured quality metrics. However,
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additional computations are required and the computational cost is twice as large.
Nonetheless, refinement suppresses many disturbing failures of image inpainting
such as inpainting moustaches in a female face, disagreeing eye or skin color or
adding only a fraction of eyeglasses. Hence, we conclude that refinement is crucial
for high quality image inpainting, where plausible and visually appealing results are
desired and the additional computational cost is tolerable.
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